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Crowds Gather To See Final Speaker
A crowd of 300 at
tended Camino
Theatre to hear twotime Pulitzer Prize
winning political car
toonist Paul Conrad.
A reception follow
ed, allowing ASB
Vice President Mike
Davis and Speakers
Bureau Director Paul
Davis to make ac
quaintance with the
acclaimed artist

Academic Integrity Policy To Be Initiated
By Scott Stevens
Acting Editor
A new academic integrity policy will take effect beginning in the 1985 fall semester.
The new policy will provide a regulated course of disciplinary action for students caught
cheating or plagiarizing on tests or class assignments.
Dr. Patrick Drinan, Professor of Political Science, and chairman of the University
Senate said that "The new policy stresses the importance of academic integrity at the
University of San Diego, and outlines definite procedures in cases of students failing to
meet this level of integrity. The new policy will function as follows: An instructor
catches a student committing an academically dishonest act. The instructor will then
decide if the act was serious or unintentional. If the professor decides the act was unin
tentional, he will place a sanction on the student as he sees fit. The student may then
appeal to a hearing committee consisting of the dean, faculty members, and other stu
dents, if he disagrees with the instructor's accusation. The committee cannot force the
instructor or reverse a sanction, but will recommend that he do so, if they feel the stu
dent has a good case.
If the instructor decides that a serious offense has been committed, he will decide on
an appropriate sanction (lowering of grades, etc.) and refer the student to the dean. The

dean, in turn, if he feels the instructor was correct in his accusation, refers the student to
the hearing committee, which gives final decision as to whether the instructor has a sol
id accusation. If the committee agrees that a serious violation has been committeed, they
then decide upon a course of action for the student. Possible actions would be proba
tion, a permanent letter of censure, suspension, or expulsion. These sanctions would be
in addition to those made by the instructor.
"The new policy attempts to reflect that cheating is a community concern, not just a
personal one," said Drinan. Drinan said he also fee-Is that the new policy is an improve
ment because it gives the student more rights if he feels he has been unfairly accused.
"The old system was simply a personal affair between instructor and student," he con
tinued. "It didn't take into account either student appeal, or more severe punishment
due to previous offenses in other classes. The new system allows for both factors."
The policy was first proposed by a University Senate committee, headed by Paul Horton, in April 1984. The University Senate then amended and approved the proposal,
and sent it to the ASB Senate, who also gave it the vote of approval, during the fall se
mester. Finally, at its March 1985 meeting, the USD Board of Trustees approved the
proposal, to take effect at the beginning of the fall 1985 semester. The proposal will be
sent to all students in the form of a card, which must be signed and returned, and is a
prerequisite for enrollment.
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New Book States
Victim's Rights

Campus Notes

By Michael Hall

assault, and 178,000 persons were the vic
tims ol attempted or completed rapes.
The American Civil Liberties Union to
In 1979, the total cost to Americans of
day announced the publication of The
residential burglary (including property
Rights of Crime Victims by James H. Stark
destruction, the loss of money and val
and Howard W. Goldstein. Both authors
uables, and rehabilitation costs) was
are attorneys in private practice in New
estimated at $3 billion. Larceny was
York City. This book is a comprehensive
estimated to cost Americans $2 billion per
and up-to-date guide to victims' rights
year and arson destroyed over $1 billion
under today's laws.
worth of property per year.
A Harris poll conducted at the begin
A book about the rights of crime victims
ning of 1981 found that the average loss to
could not have been written a decade ago.
victims in New York State, even after
Some of the avenues open to crime victims
recovery from insurance or restoration of
that are discussed in this book (such as
lost property, was in excess of $1,400 per
restitution, civil actions initiated by vic
victim; and that 43 percent suffered ser
tims, and payments of witness fees to vic
ious mental or emotional suffering as a
tims) have long existed. But public aware
result of their victimization; 53 percent
ness of the opportunities available to vic
agreed with the statement that "being the
tims and, indeed, the perception that they
victim of a crime changed my whole life
constitute "victims' rights," is a recent
and made me more fearful about becom
development; it is the outgrowth of a grass
ing a victim (again)."
roots national movement whose goal is to
Written in a clear question-and-answer
provide assistance to victims, to help them
format, this essential guide surveys the re
maintain their dignity, to expand their op
cent developments that help victims find
portunities for compensation for injuries
assistance, maintain their dignity, receive
or losses caused by crime, and to increase
compensation for injuries and losses, and
the effectiveness of their participation in
increase the effectiveness of their par
the criminal justice process.
ticipation in arrests, bail hearings, trials,
The impetus for this movement has
sentencing, probation, or parole deter
come from a growing awareness of the
minations. Special information is also pro
general social cost of crime and victimiza
vided for elderly victims and for victims of
tion, as well as from specific welldomestic violence and rape.
publicized instances of victimization.
"The Rights of Crime Victims is impor
Even the bare statistics describe a social
tant not just to the individual, but to
problem so severe that to many it simply
society as a whole," ACLU President Nor
cannot be ignored. In 1981, there were
man Dorsen, general editor of the series
41.5 million victimizations in the United
said. "This handbook will help create a
States, 3 percent more than in 1980, and
more informed public. Without informa
over 6.5 million Americans over the age of
tion, free speech and democracy itself are
12 were the victims of violent crime.
meaningless."
More than 18,500,000 households were
The Rights of Crime Victims costs $4.95.
victimized by burglary, larceny, or
It may be ordered from the ACLU, 633 S.
automobile theft.
Shatto Place, Los Angeles, CA 90005.
There were over 5 million victims of
Add $1.00 for postage and handling.
SDS Editor

Vietnam:

The Wounds Are Healing
It has been said many times—war does
not end with ceasefire. Vietnam was no
exception. In the years following the war,
controversy remained. Vietnam veterans
worked to readjust to a society that found
it difficult to understand what they had
been through, what they had done. Most
were successful.
May 7 marks the 10th anniversary of
the official end of the Vietnam era. It
comes at a time when the psychological
wounds of the Vietnam era are beginning
to heal. Events of recent years have added
much to the healing process.
In November of 1982, there was a
belated and much-needed thank you per
formed on the Mall in Washington—the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial, 58,022

Big People
Programs
USD's Community Services would like to
know if there are students interested in
the Big Brother and Big Sister programs of
San Diego County. If so, plese leave your
name in the ASB office. If there are
enough students interested, an informa
tional meeting will be set up at a later date.
Anyone 21 or older can be a Big Brother
or a Big Sister. All that is needed is a small
amount of money and a few hours a week.

names on a black granite wall attesting to
the high price of war, was dedicated. Last
November, a statue of Three Fightingmen
was added and the Memorial became a
National Monument. On Memorial Day
1984, a serviceman of the Vietnam War
was laid to rest with his comrades from
previous wars at the Tomb of the
Unknowns.
I'm proud to say that, due to the non-,
partisan efforts of the Committee on
Veterans' Affairs and the House of
Representatives, there is now a com
prehensive benefits program that
recognizes the experiences, the contri
butions, and the special needs of the
Vietnam-era veteran. The program in
cludes: treatment for exposure to her
bicides and a disability allowance for cer
tain conditions associated with that ex
posure; readjustment counseling; small
business loans; increased job training and
job placement assistance, including a land
mark program that marks the first time
employees have been paid directly to hire
and train veterans; special consideration
for Vietnam-era veterans seeking federal
employment (this program, the Veterans'
Readjustment Appointment Authority,
has provided employment opportunities
for more than 200 thousand Vietnam-era
veterans); GI Bill education benefits; and
post-traumatic stress research and treat
ment.

A

•Senate meeting, today, 11:30 am, Salomon Lecture Hall.
•ISO meeting, today, 11:30 am, C120.
*French Parlor—Deborah Anderson, today, 12 noon, French Parlor.
•Bullpen coffeehouse, tonight, 8 pm, Mission Crossroads.
*Spring Chorale, Fri, May 3, 8 pm, Camino Theatre.
*PAD initiation, Fri, 11:15 am, French Parlor.
*Senior banquet, Fri, TBA.
*MBAC, Fri, 3 pm, location TBA.
*Mission club dance-a-thon, Fri, El Cortez Hotel.
*ASB Russian dance, Sat, May 4, 8:30 pm, Camino Patio.
•Mass, Sun, May 5, 10 am, 5 &. 7 pm, Founders Chapel.
*Mission Club meeting, Sun, 8 am, F120.
*ICC meeting, Mon, May 6, 12:15 pm, Salomon Lecture Hall.
*SAA meeting, Mon, 9:30 pm, DeSales Board Room
•Program Board, Tue, May 7, 12 pm, Serra Hall Conference Room.
•Music Seminar, Tue, 12:15 pm, Camino Theatre.
•FRESHMAN REGISTRATION, TUESDAY!!! NO DAYTIME CLASSES!!
•Film Forum—"Tender Mercies," Wed, May 8, 9 pm, Salomon Lecture Hall.

New Club

Rotaract to Form
By Michael Hall
SDS Editor

A new service organization has recently
been formed on campus, joining the likes
of Circle K and the Mission Club in serv
ing the community. It is called Rotaract,
and like Circle K, it is sponsored by an offcampus organization. In this instance, it is
the local Rotary Club which is striving to
interest young adults in helping them
selves and those around them.
Rotaract's purpose is to "develop leader
ship and responsible citizenship through
service to the community, to advance the
cause of international understanding and
to promote recognition and acceptance of
high ethical standards as a leadership
quality and vocational responsibility," ac
cording to Rotary International's promo
tion of the club.
Rotaract gives all members a chance to
work together in active service projects in
the community. Each Rotaract Club
works on at least three major service pro
jects annually—one to serve the commu
nity, another to promote international
understanding and a third to stimulate
high ethical standards in business and pro
fessions.
Stephanie Delaney, a freshman and the
club's founding president, became im
pressed with the Rotary Club when they
sent her to New Zealand through her high
school's Interact Club. She got interested
in Rotaract over there.
Upon arriving in San Diego to attend
USD, Delaney found out that Rotaract
was not as popular here. In fact, only
Point Loma Nazarene College, out of the
five major, colleges and universities in the
city, has a chapter. So she set out to found
one this semester at USD.
Many clubs on campus, including estab
lished service organizations, are struggling
to stav active and alive. Considering this,
officers Delaney, Susan Parisi, Mary Pat
Moran, and Lisa Smith may have an
uphill battle getting established. They are,
however, off to a good start with fifteen

members. Word of mouth has thus far
been the most profitable means of recruit
ment. The officers are also anticipating a
good influx from Orientation '85's club
day.
The Rotaract Club's first activity will be
assisting at an official training function of
the parent group, the Rotary Club of San
Diego. The event will take place on cam
pus in Manchester Hall. Soon, the club
will be planning activities and service pro
jects for next year.
Rotaract meets Wednesday nights in
Manchester 113 at 8:15.

"Good
friends
don't let

good

fnends
smoke
cigarettes."
Larry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.

AMERICAN

V CANCER
® SOCIETY®
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Mexico's Starving To Get Aid
From 3-College Dance-a-Thon
An 8-hour dance-a-thon is set for Satur
day, May 3, in the main ballroom of the El
Cortez Hotel to raise money to "adopt"
villages in Sonora, one of the most pover
ty stricken areas in Mexico.
"Children are actually starving in
Sonora," said Adrian Turcotte, a
spokesman for SHARE, (Self Help and
Resource Exchange) the locally based
Catholic organization working with
students at San Diego's universities to pro
duce the dance marathon.
Tickets, which can be purchased
through Ticketron or at USD, UCSD,
and SDSU, are $5. A pledge of $20 or
more is encouraged. Businesses and
organizations are being asked to sponsor
dancers.
91X Radio will provide coverage of the
dance, beginning at 6 p.m., that features
music by several bands, including "The In
cidentals," "N-E-l," "Limbo Slam," "The
League of Gentlemen," "The Tears," and
"The Features." Mid-City Productions will
provide a disc jockey.
Free T-shirts will be distributed at the
door, and prizes will be awarded to
dancers. Channel 8 sportscaster Jim
Laslavic and Maryanne Mcintosh, who is
Miss San Diego and a student at USD,
will be the judges.
The dance-a-thon marks the first time

that the three universities have banded
together to raise money for a charity, ac
cording to Chris Bertrand, a 20-year-old
USD biology student who initiated the
event.
"Chris decided he wanted to do some
thing after going on one of our food
distribution runs in Tijuana about a year
ago," said Turcotte. "He saw the faces of
these hungry people light up." SHARE
distributes about a half-million pounds of
food to some 15,000 Mexican families
every month."
"I started putting together this dance-athon last summer," Bertrand said. "I
thought it was a good way to raise
money."
Bertrand is vice president of the USD
Mission Club, which is coordinating the
dance marathon for all three colleges. The
club is made up of 25 USD students that
raise money for charities.
An adopted Mexican village will receive
food, medical supplies, assistance to start
mini-farms, and water wells (to be drilled
by World Vision of Los Angeles).
For every $10 raised, SHARE can send
$100 worth of food and supplies to hungry
families in Sonora.
For more information, please contact
John Nunes, 260-4600; Chris Bertrand,
260-4714; or Adrian Turcotte, 294-2981.

Scholarship Offered For
Study at Oxford
A scholarship fund of $250,000 has been
established by Warnborough College of
Oxford, England, to make an "Oxford ex
perience" available to more American
students.
Under the new Warnborough College
program, scholarhips of up to $2,250 are
being offered to qualified undergraduate
and graduate students of American colleges
and universities to study at Warnborough.
The scholarships will cover study at
Warnborough for a semester or for a full
academic year, with the amount of the
award scaled to the period of study.
Warnborough College is a small, inde-

pendent, international institution offering
a wide selection of courses in the humani
ties, social sciences, business, languages,
and communication. It has strong links
with many American colleges and univer
sities which send students on a regular
basis. Study at Warnborough combines
the American approach of lectures and
workshops with the traditional British
university tutorial system.
Complete details on these scholarships
may be obtained from Arthur A. Daitch,
U.S. Liaison Officer for Warnborough,
P.O. Box 3927, Amithy Station, New Ha
ven, CT 06525. Tel. (203) 387-4461.

Russian Tourist Dance
Saturday, May 4, 8:30 pm
Camino

SAIKHOFF
Imported from
K ossia

Photo of the Week

"Punting Down The Thames with Barbara Healey."

SDSU To Operate
Homeless Youth Program
Congressman Bill Lowery (R-CA) today
announced that the San Diego State Uni
versity Foundation has signed an agree
ment with the Department of Health and
Human Services to jointly fund a threeyear project for the demonstration and de
velopment of community alternatives for
homeless youths. Funds for the $1 million
project will come from the Department of
Health and Human Services and the SDSU
Foundation's Burnett Institute for Chil
dren, Youth, and Parents.
The project will serve as an effective
model for future federal and private part
nerships to solve problems that neither
could approach on its own," Lowery said.
The agreement between the Department
of Health and Human Services and the
SDSU Foundation's Burnett Institute will
provide funding for a project designed to:
1) demonstrate ways of using volunteers in
working with private and public service
agencies, 2) recruit and develop volunteers
to serve in a variety of service roles, 3) de
monstrate the positive benefits of coopera
tive planning, coordination, and network
ing, 4) identify self-reliant volunteer serv
ice models across the country that may be
replicated in other locales, and 5) establish
an improved communications network be
tween runaway projects throughout the
nation. The major test sites for the project
will be in San Diego and Washington,
DC. The San Diego project, headed by
San Diego Youth and Community Serv
ices, will test a coordinated volunteer pro
gram to meet the needs of chronic runa
ways and youth without homes in all exist

ing runaway centers in San Diego County.
These centers include the YMCA Project
on Shelters (Clairemont and Carlsbad) and
the San Diego Youth Involvement Project,
as well as the Bridge and Gatehouse shel
ters administered directly by San Diego
Youth and Community Services. The San
Diego project will recruit an additional 300
community volunteers to serve an addi
tional 1,000 youths without homes m "-he
San Diego area.
The project in Washington, DC will in
volve the Boys and Girls Clubs of Greater
Washington. This effort will institute a
specialized runaway staff team in four
Boys Clubs branches in Washington,
Maryland, and Virginia.
Following staff "fact-finding" and emer
gency assistance, youths will be matched
with trained volunteers who will work
with paid staff to provide counseling, re
ferral, and placement assistance.
The "Community Alternatives for
Youth Without Homes" project will be
one of a number of programs to be devel
oped by the Burnett Institute over the
coming years. Having an interest in the
combination of services and research, the
institute anticipates the future develop
ment of a faculty mini-grant program and
other efforts which will target community
resources on areas of high need.
San Diego State University President
Day commented, "This project is consis
tent with the university's emphasis on
practice-based research and training, and
it offers a tremendous opportunity for in
novation."

MBAC:
Fool oAround Friday

"Hawaiian Luau
at
De Anza Cove
Friday, May 3, 3:00-6:00 p.m.
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Opinions
Commentary

Commentary

Russian Views Questioned
By Chris Toward
Staff Writer

Dr. Gilbert Oddo and Dr. Patrick Drinan hosted the latest of USD's Faculty For
ums which addressed the issue of U.S.—
Soviet traditional Western views with re
gard to Russia's post-war actions. Dr. Od
do believes that Westerners never fully un
derstood the motivation of the Soviets in
taking control of the Eastern Bloc nations
in the way they did.
Westerners, according to Oddo, perceiv
ed the Soviet presence in Eastern Europe
as a direct ideological threat. Oddo
doesn't entirely dismiss this observation,
but he believes that Russian nationalism
and the history of offensives being launch
ed against Russia across lands like Poland
were far more potent factors in Soviet
movements. Furthermore, Oddo believes
that the U.S. was applying a double stan
dard in its relations. In short, America
wanted a say in the territories that Russia
liberated as well as the ones the allies liber

ated. They were, however, adamantly op
posed to any Russian interference in the
governments the allies had liberated.
Moreover, this aggressive foreign policy
followed by the U.S. led the Soviets to fear
American imperialism and economic infil
tration, thus leading to the tightening of
the Soviet grip on Eastern Europe. Fur
thermore, efforts of the U.S. to force its
desired economic environment upon East
ern European countries initiated the Cold
War.
Dr. Drinan focused his introduction on
more recent developments that have im
pacted U.S.-Soviet relations. Fie stated
that over the last thirty years or so the two
countries have floated back and forth be
tween Cold War and detente relationships
and Moscow is comfortable with both.
Dr. Drinan proceded to list several of
the more outstanding weaknesses that the
Soviet Union has in contrast to the Unit
ed States. First, he pointed out that the
present alliance between America and the
Peoples Republic of China forces the Sov-

Continued On Page 5.

From The Desk

As the school year comes rapidly to a close, we all find many new changes
and challenges facing us. For some of us, the end of the year simply means
heading for home, relaxing, and looking for a decent summer job. Others
look to summer classes, some still to the new challenges of holding offices in
the coming school year. Some, though, will be facing one of the biggest
challenges of their lives, moving from the relatively safe, secure and
sheltered college environment into the 'real world.'
Looking forward to my own future, not just this summer, nor next year,
but to the rest of my life, I can see many challenges awaiting me, new oppor
tunities to grow, new relationships to make, a career to pursue. I still have a
couple years left in college, and maybe two or three in graduate school.
Even so, looking at the rest of my life, I feel so helpless, so out of control, as
if I can't even change tomorrow if I wanted, much less next week. . . next
year. . . I sit minutes from finding out whether I will be the Editor of this
newspaper next year, and I feel totally out of control, totally helpless, as if
life has dealt me a bad hand. I feel as if I am the unluckiest person in the
world, because I have no assurance for what tomorrow, or even the next few
minutes will bring. Will I be Editor or no? Will my grades be enough to get
me into graduate school? Am I really sure of my career plans, are they what
God wants for me?
While looking back over the pages of this week's paper, I noticed a special
interest story. It was about several very special and very courageous people.
These misfortunate young men and women have a much bleaker prospect to
look forward to than I. They will probably be looked upon as inferior by
almost everyone they come in contact with, for the rest of their lives. This is
very unfortunate, not only for them, but for the rest of us as well. You see,
looking at their smiling faces I suddenly realize that they are superior to
myself. They can face what will probably be a sordid future, smiling, while I
have trouble facing what will probably be a comparatively bright future with
even a thin scowl. They teach me a valuable lesson, what is important in
life. It isn't cars, it isn't money, nor fame, nor power, nor an editorship, nor
even recognition. They go through more pain in a week than I go through
in a lifetime, and yet 1 am able to complain because page 2 has a 3 inch hole
at the bottom. They've shown me that a healthy smile, friends who love
you, and whom you love, and a trust in God are more valuable than all the
riches in the world.
I guess it really doesn't matter whether I make Editor or not, in the long
run. God's given me all I need in life, and I think that I should start ap
preciating what I have, start living for today and not for tomorrow. I thank
all of you for what you have shown me. I respect you all in a way I guess I
never could have realized, I admire your courage and your zest for life. I
hope that someday I may become close to what you people are, on the in
side, where it really matters.
By the way, I made Editor, but I think I would not have been disappointed
had I not. Tim, John, Arian, thanks for all your support, I think any of you
would have done a fantastic job. I hope and pray each new day gives you
great pleasure and excitement. You three are very special, and I shall try to
live up to the commitment we all sought together.
c
0
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Where Has USD Failed?
By Monie Captan
Staff Writer

During an April 25th meeting held in
lieu of commencement rehearsal, this
question was posed: "Are you interested
in singing the song 'We are the World' by
USA for Africa at Commencement or Bac
calaureate Mass?" The overwhelming re
sponse was "no." I tried to ponder why any
one would resent singing a song that most
people have embraced with understanding
and sympathy. A song that Bruce Spring
steen, Cyndi Lauper, Steve Perry, or Lionel
Richie sings would hardly seem conten
tious. So why did people vote not to sing it?
There were many reasons; it was not "cool"
to sing the song; the song was filled with
political propaganda; we didn't care about
hungry people; or graduation was not the
appropriate time to sing the song.
For those who argued that it was not
"cool" to sing the song, they were victims of
flawed judgment. If Bruce Springsteen could
sing the song, and those at the Spigot two
weeks ago, how can anyone say "We are the
World" is not cool? What is it to be cool? It is
simply conforming to peer pressure.
For those who argued that the song was
filled with political propaganda, they
ought to have a reunion with the narrowminded followers of McCarthy. If political

propaganda means caring, then we ought
to cherish it. I hope we had a reason other
than not caring for not wanting to sing
the song. To care is an expression of un
derstanding and selfnessless.
As to the final argument that Com
mencement is an inappropriate time to
sing the song, I must say that Commence
ment is the best time to say "we care"! We
have to sacrifice the pretentious formality
of commencement for those things that
really matter, in this case the support of a
moral cause.
But the matter does not end here. The
real reason why students voted "no" can
be attributed to USD's failure to commun
icate and instill the nobility of virtue.
USD's Bulletin states that "Increased un
derstanding should lead to'awareness of a
serious responsibility toward all humanity."
USD has failed to bring about this under
standing. Maybe it is the case that the ma
terial values of the business-minded have
taken precedence over a strong liberal arts
education which emphasizes the quest for
truth and the development of a strong val
ue system. I dread even considering this
possibility. To be proud of USD, I need to
see a rededication to the liberal arts educa
tion. I need to see the propagation of a
sense of serious responsibility toward all
humanity. I need to see that we care!

WANTED: To work in on-campus training
program for handicapped students through the
School of Education. Part-time volunteers
needed weekdays between the hours of 9:00 am
and 1:00 pm. Interested persons contact Lynn
Page or Rebeca Haggins at 260-4539.

t
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Opinions
= Letters To The Editor
Durnin's Opinions Addressed
Dear Editor,
I would like to reply to Tim Durnin's ar
ticle, 60 Seconds, of the 3/18 issue of the
Vista. An acquaintance of mine pointed
out the article to me, knowing how en
thralled I'd be to see the true side of Tim
Durnin. Tim has proven himself to be a . . .
hypocrite! Some might wonder how an ar
ticle written by Tim, for Tim, and about
Tim could support my claim. You see, it
was almost two years ago, to this date that
Tim, like most 'followers of the masses',
pointed his ugly 'ear' (pardon the expres
sion) at what he called deviants, meaning
punks.
On April 28, 1983, Mr. Durnin decided
that he wanted to... put down the influx
of punks because he didn't like their looks.
Instead of explaining what Tim said, I'll let
his own words that were taken from his
article, 60 Seconds, prove my point:
I just never expected to have to eat din
ner among people with orange hair and
dog collars. Interesting group, though,
these, "punkers" is it? ... I sat with one
(punk) at lunch yesterday, he was a decent
sort. He was intelligent and apparently do
ing quite well in school. I was a little disap
pointed at that. I always thought, or may

be hoped, they were all stupid and looking
for attention, deviants from society who
iust liked to cause trouble for me and the
rest of "normal people." Across the cafeter
ia there was a group of "them". They all
seemed a little loud and unruly, fitting my
stereotype of obnoxious juveniles to a tee.
... I suppose maybe I'm just a little too
conservative for all of this. ... I have this
strange feeling that they're (punks) a little
confused, too. ... With the exception of a
couple, that I have met, few can really an
swer the question, "why?"
Well Tim, now that you have outgrown,
I hope, your fright of being yourself, you
too can now see why those of us who you
called deviants looked different than the
'normal people' that you had made refer
ence to two years ago. Just as you feel now,
some did it just because they liked it. The
same naive notion you made two years
ago about us, people now have about you.
And to think that you've decided to pick
it up now. I suppose you probably wanted
to wait until it was considered an accepta
ble fad amongst your peers.
The thought that you think that people
could be advancing their own theories on
you is ridiculous. The "normal people" in

USD Student Agrees
Earrings Are Okay
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond in great agree
ment to Tim Durnin's 60 Seconds article
in the April 18th edition of the VISTA. I
too have added a small diamond earring
to my wardrobe. I have also added a new
batch of facial hair to my present look.
Now people are asking me what kind of
statement I am trying to make. I am not
making a statement. It was just something
to do. Last year it was an eight month ap
pearance of a blond tail that resided on
the back of my head this year, an earring
and a beard. I don't actually know how
long either will stay, but for the time being
they will. The earring was added after de
liberations of two years. The beard is just
left over from my laziness of Easter. Regardles of why or how, I like them both! I
have found I cannot please everyone.
Some like one, some the other, some
neither and some both, so I decided to
please the one that has to live with it—me!
I just want those of you who care to
know that I am the same person. I think
those of you that know me realize this. I
am the same radical, the same mellow per
son, and the same friend to all those that
want a friend. Maybe I did it for attention,
but I doubt it. There are many other
things I would have done if it was atten
tion I was searching for. Besides, I'm the
one that looks in the mirror every morn
ing and likes it.
I am aware, however, of the reactions I
will receive. I have avoided facing a few
teachers for this very reason. I did it now
though, because if I don't do it now, I nev
er will. Next year when I am looking for a
job, I won't have to. For those of you who

are considering doing something a little
different—do it now; later on you'll never
have this chance gain. I did it now to
make me happy.
All in all, I'm glad I did it. The pain was
minimal, the criticisms bearable, and the
compliments worth it. Now, if only my
parents don't find out, it will be a com
plete success.
Signed by the Rebel,
Michael Jackman

our society don't make rash judgements
about others simply because of their looks,
especially at this small close-knit universi
ty that we all whole-heartedly refer to as
Alcala Park. Those who claim it coincides
with your liberal tendencies surely don't
know you well, or is it that the truth is
that you don't know yourself. How do you
want to be thought of..., as a conserva
tive as you claimed to be two years ago or
a liberal as you claim to be n o w . . .
Just as the 'normal couple' tried to assess
your character you did to ours two years
ago, simply because some of us had orange
hair, some spiked, some called 'spike', and
because we liked to wear earrings.
Conclusively, those of us who weren't
happy with the current fads two years ago
and beyond found other ways to express
ourselves and were condemned for it by
the likes of those who were jealous because
of their own inhibitions. Tim Durnin is a
perfect example of the type of person who
can't be 'himself until his peers will tell
him that their ready for him to be 'himself
in which case he probably will still be the
person that his circular society has molded
him to become.
Sincerely yours,
Michael Stein

Could You Help
An Injured Man?
Dear Editor,
There is a young man in his twenties at
Scripps Memorial Hospital who, in at
tempting to assist a friend, has been left
first in a coma and now with brain dam
age; how much is not known.
Kevin is from New Jersey and has no
friends here except for his mother and
father who were visiting him at the time,
and a brother.
Our plea is this—for three weeks his par
ents have to return to New Jersey, from
May 15th to June 10th, and we are hoping
that maybe we could prevail upon some
giving students who could find time to vis
it him, perhaps in two's or three's, for half
an hour, once a week.
We are hoping that maybe with the con
centrated effort of young people coming
and going, there might be a breakthrough.
We do not know, but it's worth the try.
If any of you reading this feel you could
give a bit of your time during those three
weeks, we would be so grateful.
Please see Mrs. Murphy at the box office
if you could help.
God bless and thank you,
Mrs. Murohv

Liberal Arts May Be
Valuable
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank Sousie Diaz for her
concern over my plight as a disillusioned
liberal arts major. I think that she would
be happy to hear that I did go to off-cam
pus sources to seek employment. I was fi
nally offered a job which utilized skills I
developed not from my classes, but from
my work as Yearbook Editor. If I choose
to accept this job I will start on May 27th.
Since this job only pays $10,000 per year, I
will also be eligible for welfare and food
stamps on May 27th. Welcome to the real

world.
I think it should be made clear that I do
not regret my education. I'd rather be an
I.R. major than an accounting major. It
should be stated that although most cor
porate executives prefer liberal arts ma
jors, their personnel office does not prac
tice what they preach.
At least 15 years from now I'll be better
off than a business major. But that is 15
years from now.
Sincerely,
Mary Markovinovic

Commentary

Russian-U.S. Views. . .

(Continued from Page 4)

iets to maintain a two-front posture,
which in turn places a sizable strain upon
their substantially smaller economy. The
difference in Gross National Products
(GNP) leads to the conclusion that an
arms race would do far more harm to the
Russian economy.
To further rain on their parade, Dr.
Drinan stated that the Soviets don't fear
the future deployment of a "Star Wars"
ABM system, but rather, they are fright
ened by the gap in technology that exists
between East and West. Drinan's bottom
line is that the Soviet Union possesses the
ability, if not the necessity, to negotiate an
arms agreement.
Upon the subject of U.S. intervention
in foreign countries, the two academics
did disagree on the primary motive. Dr.
Oddo believes that America follows its
nose for money and pursues its economic
interests wherever they may carry us. Dr.
Drinan believes that superpowers act ac

cording to what they believe to be in their
best interests, whether they be economic
or otherwise. Also, Dr. Oddo was most
adamant that people realize that the Sandinista revolution in Nicaragua was not a
Soviet sponsored takeover, but a revolu
tion to overthrow a dictator who was cer
tainly unpopular.
Conclusively this was an evening to
shed more light on misconceptions that
are commonly held involving U.S.-Soviet
relations. Dr. Oddo did have one wish for
the evening. He wished that some future
U.S. president would have the "intestinal
fortitude" to declare that the U.S. is a su
perpower and in so being a superpower we
shall act in our best interests wherever
those interests carry us. Overall, the dis
cussion dealt mostly in fact and largely
contained no partisan bias that certainly
have dimmed the glimmer of the enlight
ening glow that these two scholars shed
upon this topic of daily impact.

Senior
Banquet
May 3
Kona Kai
Club
$16 tickets available
in box office

READ THE
VISTA
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USD Offers Extended Education Program
By Michael Gottlob
Staff Writer

Every week at differing times during the
day groups of students come to USD to
learn. They come not to learn about phi
losophy, English or math, but to receive
practical training; on the job training,
which will ultimately move them closer to
a goal of self-sufficiency. Sometimes these
students take city buses and arrive alone.
Other times they come in groups and are
dropped off at the university. The back
grounds and ages of these students vary
widely yet there is a common purpose and
similar goals. They are students, and like
all other students are here to learn. The
difference is in what is being taught and
the reasons why. At times students here at
the university, the ones studying philoso
phy, English, and those subjects which re
present the more traditional views of a
university, ask the question, "Who are
these people?" For those who have met
these people or will meet them, they are
inspirational. They are people who arouse
the conscience of those whom they touch.
Through their indomitable personalities
they personify that which people of all
ages and races strive for. Like anyone,
these people want to succeed.
Who they are is the men and women of
the University of San Diego's Extended
Education Program for Severely Handi

capped Students. By anyone's definition,
they are terrific.
The program is designed to bring stu
dents onto the campus from various high
school and handicapped programs in the
area. Students come to USD to learn a va
riety of skills by receiving on-the-job train
ing at differing sites such as the faculty
dining room, the student union, DeSales
cafeteria, classrooms in Serra Hall as well
as Camino, the law school, the GESA
lounge and the grounds around campus.
The program has a multifaceted purpose.
Training a person on a practical job skill
that can be used to help him or her be
come more self-sufficient and develop a
knowledge of that job and its require
ments is one goal. An additional purpose
is to build up the students' confidence and
receive exposure to work and people, in
what might be described as a "main
stream" type of atmosphere. In their past,
disabled people were taught skills in a
classroom or setting isolated from the ev
ery day environment so that when the
time came to go out and get a job or use
the skill acquired, it was difficult because
the students did not have the exposure to
the innumerable number of variables that
can arise on any job. It is also important
to have contact with people in the every
day environment, not just a classroom
with individuals having disabilities. So

Ambassador To Speak
The extent of American invlovement in
the overthrow of Chile's Marxist President
Salvador Allende has been the subject of
controversy in Congress and of countless
editorials and articles. The movie "Miss
ing," recently shown on San Diego televi
sion starring Jack Lemmon, added anoth
er dimension to the debate. On Thrusday,
May 9, at a luncheon sponsored by the
World Affairs Council of San Diego, retir
ed U.S. Ambassador Nathaniel Davis will
discuss its continuing impact on U.S. rela
tions with Latin America, based on his
first-hand experience as chief of the Amer
ican Embassy at the time of the coup. His

"Good friends
don't let good friends
smoke cigarettes.'
Larry Hogman

Cigarettes aren't good for your friends
Adopt a friend who smokes and help em quit
today You'll both be glad tomorrow

y AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

book, The Last Two Years of Salvador
Allende, has just been published.
Ambassador Davis' topic "The Allende
Affair and Its Impact on US-Latin Ameri
can Relations" is one in a continuing
series of major international issues pre
sented by prominent foreign and Ameri
can authorities, through the auspices of
the World Affairs Council. The program,
open to the public, starts at 11:30 a.m.,
and reservations to attend can be made by
telephoning the World Affairs Council of
fice at 231-0111.
Davis, who is now Hixon Professor of
Humanities at Harvey Mudd College,
Claremont, spent 36 years in the Depart
ment of State, serving as Ambassador to
Guatemala and Switzerland as well as
Chile. He was also a member of the Senior
Staff of the National Security Council,
and held the posts of Director General of
the U.S. Foreign Service and Assistant
Secretary of State for African Affairs.
The World Affairs Council of San Diego
is a non-partisan, non-profit organization
engaged in promoting public interest in in
ternational relations, assisting in develop
ment of greater understanding of U.S. for
eign policy and encouraging citizen ex
pression of opinion on critical internation
al issues of the day.

getting out and meeting people and taking
a part in the community is important, at
USD, students have a chance to receive
job training while being exposed to the
people at the university.
What exactly does severely disabled
mean anyway? Lynn Page, who coordi
nates the program which is run out of the
School of Education, states it is not an
easily definable term. She noted that se
verely handicapped is a term that can cov
er a wide range of people, it can apply to
people with emotional difficulties as well
as those with various physical disabilities.
It has been said that severe disabilities
only means the channeling of new respon
sibilities. Clearly those students working
and learning at USD are very capable of
meeting the challenges and accepting the
responsibilities.
In DeSales faculty dining room three
young students Tiffany (13), Gabriel (14),
and Sandra (15) work setting the tables on
a certain day during the week. They also
set down the chairs in the student cafe
teria. They come from Pacific Beach Jr.
High and are accompanied by their in
structor. The author of this article had an
opportunity to observe these students
working as well as speak with them recent
ly. There is an important impression that
hopefully will be conveyed as well as per
haps a sad admission that follows.
Everyone of these young people works
very hard each time they are here at their
assigned jobs. There is an air of determina
tion and concentration on their faces that
tells anyone observing they are putting
forth a genuine effort. Mary Suez is the su
pervisor of the faculty dining room for the

Democrats Offer
SD Workshop
San Diego County democrats are invit
ed to attend an all-day workshop on Sa
turday, May 11, at the California Western
School of Law on Cedar Street, San
Diego. Registration begins at 8 a.m. with
the first general session starting at 9 a.m.
There will be a charge of $10, which in
cludes lunch.
Hosted by the San Diego County Dem
ocratic Central Committee and Council
of Democratic Clubs, the goal of the work
shop is to bring all interested county dem
ocrats together to develop a county-wide
organization for the 1985-86 elections.
Participants will be able to attend two of
four task-force sessions. The morning ses
sion includes "County-Wide Organization
and Democratic Leadership." After lunch,
"Local Political Action and Democratic
Coalition" will be held.
For further information, contact Dr.
Joseph Abrahams at 459-0411.

university and gives high marks to all the
kids. She enthusiastically states, "You just
can't believe the great job they do." Of
course Mary is not alone in her apprecia
tion for the students. Lori Morgan is an
USD student who works in the faculty
dining room and with the students. She
noted that each person is different, some
more open than others in terms of person
alities, but states that the kids are really
very intelligent and disciplined. In the
course of her job Lori has come to know
the students somewhat and while she is
not their supervisor she is quick to point
out that, "Even I can see improvement
with them." And it is justifiable that deter
mined students should improve. Mary
spoke of one little girl that she recalls ar
riving from a group that comes in on a dif
ferent day and said, "You can see the
pride in her face when she comes down
the hall." Tiffany, Gabriel, and Sandra are
representative of that girl.
Tiffany is somewhat of a shy person.
She is dutiful and gives one the immediate
impression of a serious and determined in
dividual. She has a charismatic manner
that comes through her reservedness.
Gabriel is a different personality entirely
from Tiffany. He is very open and inquisi
tive. He asks a lot of questions. What
strikes one the most about Gabriel is that
he is a born optimist. His positive manner
seems to be expressed in everything he
does. When asked what he didn't like
about the school or his job he found noth
ing, saying rather that "It's fun and there
are nice people."
Sandra is a serious and likewise inquisi
tive girl. She works hard at being articu
late and does a good job. Like Tiffany and
Gabriel, Sandra is interested in many
things outside of the job. As Lori noted,
all are distinct in personalities, yet each
has an intriguing personality. All three
come across in a very genuine way.
One hope to be conveyed in this article
may be brought to light by what was pre
viously mentioned as a sad admission.
There are a great many people in this pro
gram and for each there comes a different
personality and often perspective. All
have different backgrounds and there are
a wide range of ages. There is a difference
in terms of the levels of competencies and
abilities. It is true that understanding peo
ple in even a very general sense is a diffi
cult, if not an elusive, task. It is also true
that it becomes even harder when people
are tagged with stereotypes. The sad ad
mission which I previously mentioned is
that of what a severely handicapped per
son is. And while it was quite profound
and very naive, it quickly was dispelled af
ter meeting the students in the USD pro
gram. Perhaps my previous thoughts and

Continued On Page 9.

Attention ASB Candidates
Pick Up

CAMPAIGN DEPOSITS
Place:

SALOMON
LECTURE HALL

Week!

IN ASB OFFICE
(see Bret Campbell)
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Campus Capsules

Question of the Week
By John Pentelei-Molnar

A "SAVE THE CONTRAS" FUND DRIVE by the National College Republicans was
scuttled only a week after it was launched. The campaign supported private-sector back
ing of the Nicaraguan terrorists. However, both Republican and Democratic con
gressmen brandished a "Save the Contras" poster on the floor of the House of Represen
tatives as they introduced a bill to ban all forms of private U.S. aid to the rebels. Also,
the Save the Children Foundation says the College Republican poster violated the
copyright on its poster.
NATIONAL YOUTH SERVICE is an idea with new life. Virginia Gov. Charles Robb,
who also chairs the education commission of the States, advocated requiring students to
do volunteer or low-paying work at the American Association of Higher Education's
annual meeting. Meanwhile, Gary Hart has written a book on the subject and is
pushing the subject in Washington.
CRIES OF REVERSE DISCRIMINATION are being heard by the Black Law Students As
sociation after it refused to allow a U. of Mississippi student to participate in its national
moot court competition because she is white. The Ole Miss BLSA chapter has severed ties
with regional and national affiliates to protest the policy.
WHO CARES? When Lisa Birnbach visited Emory U. for a speaking engagement, she
was surprised by the wrathful reception she received from the students there. The
students were angry because she stated, in Lisa Birnbach's College Book, that Emory's
most salient feature was apathy and its student body the most blase.
THE EXPLUSION OF A STUDENT from the State U. of New York-Morrisville drew
strong student reaction and may lead to changes in the campus judicial process. The stu
dent was given less than one hour's notice, with no formal hearing, to permanently
vacate the campus following an alleged dorm vandalism. The student was reinstated
after 80 students rallied outside administration offices.
AGRICULTURE MAJORS have seen a sudden drop in enrollment lately. The national
agriculture depression and President Reagan's recent veto of the farm credit bill have
convinced many students there is no future in farming.
A RASH OF BOMB THREATS prompted the Northern Illinois U. police to offer a
$500 reward for information on who is making the calls. The police aren't promising
anonymity to tipsters, but say they won't reveal a source's identity unless the person is
needed to testify.
LOUIS FARRAKHAN remains a controversial campus speaker, drawing protestors at
the U. of Kansas, and an advance protest at the U. of Pittsburgh, where he is scheduled
to speak. Farrakhan surprised his Kansas audience by praising the Jewish people for
their economic industriousness, and by calling on blacks to move toward independence
and self-respect by doing more for themselves. While a packed house cheered
Farrakhan's words, protesters marched quietly outside, chastising the Islam leader for
past comments which divided blacks and Jews.

Why did you pick USD?

Dr. James Gump/History
"It was really a practical decision. In
1980, the job market was really tight,
and USD offered the best oppor
tunity. I'm glad I did. USD offers a
sound environment to learn in."

John Gilmer/Physical Plant
"The position was referred to me
by a friend."

Suzanne Fatica/Admissions

i
&

EATING DISORDERS
. . . CAN BE FATAL
.. . CAN BE TREATED

M

II

"I wanted to come to school, and
being that USD has a very good
employee program, I am both able
to attend classes, and work as well."

/

W

Betty Chapman/Student Affairs
The Eating Disorders Program at
Alvarado Parkway Institute is the oldest
and most experienced program for the
treatment of Anorexia Nervosa and
Bulimia in San Diego County.

"I basically come from a corporate
background, but wanted to be able
to work with students, and kids.
When the opportunity to work for
student affairs arose, it was exactly
what I wanted. I am really happy
with it."

Our OUTPATIENT EVENING
TREATMENT PROGRAM offers
intensive care for students and
working individuals at LOW COST.
Inhospital treatment, intervention
assistance, and nutritional counseling
also available. Call for assessment.

Bob Taylor/Security

yp|

ALVARADO
PARKWAY
INSTITUTE

(619) 465-4411

7050 Parkway Drive, La Mesa, CA 92041

"1 had previously worked at a simi
lar job at the University of Pacific,
and USD is very similar to it. Furth
ermore, I really enjoy both USD,
and living in San Diego."
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Phi Kappa Theta's
"CAR BASH"

Phi Kappa beta's
End of the Year Tarty

Didn't get your class?
Take it out on a car this. . .

Yes, we're getting ready for next year, our. . .

Thursday, May 2, 1985

25th Silver Anniversary
PLACE:
DATE:
TIME:
PRICE:

TIME:
PLACE:
WHY:
PRICE:

North Park Lions Club
Monday, May 6, 1985 (no school Tuesday)
8:00 PM to 12:30 AM
$5 (includes anniversary cup at door)

1985-1986

10:00 AM to 1:00 PM
School of Education parking lot
Why not? (burp)
50 cents a slam (we'll provide sledgehammer)
or $2.00 for 5 hits
or $1.00 for 15 seconds in the interior

DON'T GET MAD-GET EVEN!

"THE YEAR OF THE PHI KAPS"

University Ford
Has a special gift for upcoming graduates

PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT FROM
FORD
CREDIT.
Plus $400 purchase allowance**
from Ford Motor Company.

• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indi
cate payment made as
agreed.

Vehicles Included
in the Plan.
You may choose a
new 1985 Thunderbird,
LTD, Tempo, Mustang,
Escort, Bronco II or light
trucks up to F-250.

*"*$400 Purchase
Allowance.
Make your best deal...use the
$400 as a down payment or receive a
$400 check directly from Ford after the sale.

*Pre-Approved Credit.
Just meet three simple
conditions:
• You must have verifiable employ
ment that begins within 120 days of your
vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover
ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment.
• You must have proof that you have graduated or will graduate
and be awarded at least a bachelor's degree within 120 days.

csw: FOR D

For more information contact

UNIVERSITY FORD
730 Camino del Rio North San Diego, CA 92108

297-5001

Ford Motor
Credit
Company
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Lupe, Jim, Mike, and Alice in Student Union.

Gabriel in DeSales Dining Room

Lupe in Student Union

Tiffany in DeSales Dining Room.

Extended Education. . .Helping the Handicapped
Continued From Page 6.
prejudices about disabled people are repre
sentative of a great portion of society in
general. And like myself, it is perhaps time
for those stereotypes to be removed.
Once a week people from United Cereb
ral Palsy come to the student union in Serra Hall to bus tables and perform cleaning
tasks. Mohammed Ghods is the supervisor
at the student union. He commented on
the persons in the program and on the dif
ficulties some USD students have encoun
tering disabled people. He noted that all
the people who work in the cafeteria seem
to work well. He has had no problems
with anyone's work or has there been
complaints about anyone. He further stat

ed that he thought some USD students
seem to feel uncomfortable when around
the UCP students and speculated that per
haps they have not been around or come
to terms with, accepted, that disabled peo
ple are a part of life and exist in society like
any other person. He noted some people
appear to have had no exposure to disa
bled people. This is perhaps indicative of
one of the things the program is trying to
accomplish. People in handicapped posi
tions have not been accepted in main
stream society and as a result have been
relegated to learning skill in isolated class
rooms removed from social interchange.
The program at USD has as a purpose, the
intention of reversing that situation. If

Mohammed's assumptions are correct it is
an equally important lesson for people of
the so-called mainstream to come out of
their isolation and accept persons with dis
abilities without flinching and/or feeling
uncomfortable.
There was a film made about the pro
gram at the university last year in which a
young girl was asked, "How does it feel to
be disabled?" Her response; "It's okay; it's
fine!" Thinking about that young girl, one
can come to the realization that if she can
accept the fate which life has dealt her,
then perhaps it shouldn't be too different
for others to do the same.
The program for the severely handicap

ped people at USD is more than simple
terms and definitions. One would come up
shy of the significance of it if that is all it
was viewed as. The program is really all
those beautiful people in it. It is Tiffany,
Gabriel, and Sandra in DeSales cafeteria.
It is Alice, Lupe, Jim, Mike, and Selma in
the student union. It is the many other de
termined students who every week come
to USD at differeing times during the day
to learn. Inasmuch as these students come
to the university to learn a skill, by their
mere presence they also become teachers.
They teach us to bury stereotypes and to
roet for winners in all walks of life. They
teach us of the indomitable ability of the
human spirit to succeed.
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Greek Voice
Sigma Pi

Zeta Tau Alpha

Seniors Honored

Bikathon A Success
By T?
Staff Writer

Last Friday, Sigma Pi's Bikathon for MS
was a conmplete success. Mike Still, Rich
Yousko and Bill Getty all deserve a hand.
Beautiful weather, a relatively uncrowded
boardwalk, the lovely people of Mission
Beach and some spectacular "grandstand
bikemanship" by Joe Holmes all proved to
be ingredients for a perfect day. We are
still receiving donations for MS and our
goal of $8,000 is steadily being approach
ed. Thanks to everyone who supported
our philanthropic efforts.
Our floor hockey team is still rolling
along in the playoffs. By virtue of a 4-1 vic
tory over In-the-Pink, the boys have ad
vanced to the semi-finals. They're now 2
games away from the championship, so
let's get out and support them.
Now back by popular demand, some
Sigma Pi announcements:
•The Iceman was resubmitted to the freezer
•"Take a look" Caine and the other Santa
Barbara bound boys had a blast. Russ an
nounced that "the fish were biting"
•Jack Anastasia has returned to the politi
cal limelight and taken over as the grand
IFC vice-president
•There's a Pi softball tournament in Full-

erton on Saturday
•Bob "JC Penny" Dickey and a small com
mittee raised $150 for the Pi last weekendhe needs your support
•Senior Blow-off is still called off—there
will be a Trivial Pursuit tournament for
the seniors that night at Russ's
•Our concerned Little Sisters of Founders
have disbanded their posse, and have in
stead formed the Pi racing team.

By Maureen McDonald
Staff Writer

Tonight's the night! The Sisters of Zeta
Tau Alpha have their castinets clicking for
the Greek Social: Mexican Fiesta! We
would like to thank all the people partici
pating in IM Floor Hockey. We finished
the season in second place with a close 3-2
game with the Puck Ups. We'll see you all
next year. Too bad Heather won't be here

Phi Kaap Theta

Big Bro'/Lil Sis' Dinner Held
By 111
Staff Writer

Phi Kappa Theta had dinner with their
Little Sisters last Thursday night at the
Old Spaghetti Factory which was a wild
evening. After dinner several brothers and
little sisters were seen inside of a police car
having their picture taken. Whether the
policeman stopped and asked them if they
wanted their picture taken or the group
just piled in the car by force is still not
clear.
Phi Kappa Theta had an incredible par
ty Saturday night for brothers, Little Sis
ters, and friends. We took three kegs out

to Hospitality Point to "relax" and prepare
for finals. Well, we all relaxed and as for fi
nals, we forgot them temporarily.
The reception after the Campus Minis
try's excellent concert went very well last
Friday night. I would like to personally
thank everyone who helped make the re
ception a success. Thank you.
One final reminder, the blow out bash
of the year is coming up. May 6th is the
day of the Phi Kappa Theta End of the
Year party. You think we had some outra
geous parties during the year, this one will
be the best. Mark your calendars now so
you don't forget.
May 6th is the big day.

Sigma Chi

Dirty 12 Does It
By??
Staff Writer

Congratulations to the Epsilon Pledge
Class, or "The Dirty Dozen" as they were
called by the 91X D.J., for their outstand
ing showing at the radio-thon phone lines
on Sunday. Thanks to the Epsilons also
for the great party the 26th. Keep up the
good work men! Congratulations are also
in order to Matt Brown and Dave Paquin
who placed second in last weekend's vol
leyball tournament. Good luck to the new
officers of Sigma Chi. Elections have been
going on for the past few weeks and a list
of the fall '85 officers will appear in the
next issue of the Vista.

The "Greek Voice" section exists for the purpose of allowing each in
dividual Greek organization to express ideas, publicize events, and com
municate with the rest of the community. Opinions expressed in the ar
ticles represent those of the fraternity/sorority for which the article is
named. These opinions do not necessarily represent those of the VISTA
staff or editors.

next year to add a little excitement.
Are you jazzed for Survival Kits? We'll
be delivering them this weekend so you
better be home studying. Off campus stu
dents will receive a notice of where to pick
up theirs.
Good luck and boogie hardy to all those
participating in the SHARE Dance-a-thon
tomorrow night. Congratulations to Mag
gie Keller on her career beginning as an
employee of the Drug Enforcement Agen
cy. And—as a Zeta of the Week grand fi
nale, our graduating seniors are honored:
Liz "Coach" Hay, Maggie "Drug Buster"
Keller, Heather "Killer" Lampron, Julie
"Keep Your Stick Down" Maloy, Johanna
"CPA" Matranga, Miss Kerri Beth Neu,
Arcelia "Zeta Kegger" Tapia, Michele "Do
You Know What" Raya, and Little Terri
Walters. We'll miss you!-

SENIORS—If you would
like to sing the song, "We
are the World," by USA for
Africa as a graduating class
at commencement, please
stop by the ASB Office and
sign a petition. Thanks.

VISTA needs
85-86 editors
...think about it!

SENIOR/FACULTY
WINE AND CHEESE FEST!
THURSDAY, MAY 9, 3-5 p.m.

San Diego

Dance
'A*

Thon
to benefit Mexican Village through
S.H.A.R.E., World Vision, USD
Mission Club, Seminary, Circle K,
UCSD, SDSU, you
Sponsor sheets available in
ASB Office

BE SOMEBODY!
Sign up to write for the
Vista newspaper next year.

or $5.00 tickets to dance

MAY 3rd
6 pm - 1 am
Join us in our efforts to save the starving

Call 260-4714
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San Diego Scene
Crown of Coronado

Some Like It Hot At Hotel Del
By Andrea C. Zinko
Staff Writer

When you ask someone about Coronado, most people will usually say one of two
things: The Coronado Bay Bridge or
North Island Naval Station. If you should
ask a visitor or tourist, one out of five will
say "That building that was in 'Some Like
It Hot.' " What building! The Hotel del
Coronado.
Just before the American takeover of
California in 1850, the last governor of Alta California, Pio Pico, gave the peninsula
of Coronado to Pedro Carrillo for his per
sonal use. Carrillo liked the land, even
though there was a large "cut" in the land,
called the Spanish Blight. In 1885 Carrillo
sold the land for $3,000 to Elisha S. Babcock, who, along with a few other men,
decided to build a large, glamorous hotel.
Elisha Babcock was from Evansville, Indi
ana, a retired railroad tycoon. The others
involved are as follows: The other main
man, H.L. Story, a piano manufacturer
from Chicago; Heberingle, a retired lum
berman; Jacob Gruendyke, a San Diego
banker and early land developer; and
James and Merritt Reid, architects from
Babcock's home town.
Outlandish and garish methods of ad
vertising were used to sell land surround
ing the site of the hotel. James and Merritt
made a design of the building with specifi
cations as to ".. .be built around a court
... a garden of tropical trees, shrubs and

flowers, with pleasant paths.. .balconies
should look down on this court from ev
ery story. From the south end, the foyer
should open to Glorietta Bay with veran
das for rest and promenade. On the ocean
corner, there should be a pavilion tower,
and northward along the ocean a colon
nade, terraced in grass to the beach. The
dining wing should project at an angle
from the southwest corner of the court
and be almost detached to give full value
to the view of the ocean, bay, and city."
Within four months, after lumber was
secured, construction started on the
550-room castle. Started in March 1887,
plans were drawn up on a day-to-day basis
to lessen problems. By the end of the year,
ferry service was established to and from
the island. When the hotel opened for serv
ice in February 1888, it was far from com
pletion. Three hundred ninety-nine rooms
were completed with 73 bathrooms, and
each included a wall safe and fireplace for
comfort. Modern conveniences for that
time included telephones, water, gas, elec
tric lighting (supervised by Thomas Alva
Edison himself), and a telegraph. The pub
lic areas included a two-story lobby, paneled
dining room which would hold 1,000 peo
ple, a ballroom overlooking the ocean,
bowling alleys, sailboats for rent, bath
houses, boathouses and a museum.
The hotel was finished completely two
years later, but in the meantime Babcock
and Story were suffering financial difficul

ties. The Coronado Bottling Company
had fancy bottled mineral water that was
shipped and sold all over, but it didn't
help at all. They even got John Philip
Sousa as orchestra leader, but that didn't
work. Finally a solution came: but it
wasn't the greatest.
A legend is said to follow the next own
er. Foul weather forced the yacht Lurline
into the bay. On the yacht was John Dela
no Spreckels and his brother Adolph. Be
cause of financial difficulties, John offered
a $100,000 loan for payment of debts. Bab
cock accepted, but since he couldn't pay
John back, the man bought out poor old
Elisha and had the grand lady to himself.
To promote the hotel, a tent city sprung
up, as did a polo field and a Japanese tea
garden. The hotel was refurbished and
polished to perfection. Thomas Alva Edi
son came back in 1904 for the biggest fear
that Spreckels created: putting electrical
lights on a Christmas tree that was in the
courtyard. News of this innovation went
all over the world.
All was fine throughout most of the
20th century. In 1964, however, M. Larry
Lawrence bought interest in the hotel and
wanted to bulldoze it over for a housing
development. He caught on to the charac
ter of the old structure, fortunately for us,
and decided to restore it back to the way
she was when originally built. A gazebo,
long vanished, was reproduced by means
of a picture taken in the late 1800's. Win

dows were replaced to the original classic
casements, and the dining room was re
done to an elegant standing. The land
scaping was redone; and other things were
taken away or added'to in order to restore
her to the point of being beautiful again.
All 686 rooms were renovated, and reno
vation continues almost constantly today.
Many famous people have stayed at the
Hotel del Coronado. Eleven United States
presidents—Benjamin Harrison, Wm
McKinley, Wm Taft, Woodrow Wilson,
FDR, Lyndon Johnson, Nixon to Reaganhave stayed here and entertained a variety
of politicians and other heads of state.
King Edward VIII of England was said to
have met Mrs. Wallis Simpson, the wo
men he abdicated for in 1936, here at a
dinner-dance. She claims she was not here
at the time, but empirical evidence exists
in the registry for that year, 1920. The mo
tion-picture "Some Like It Hot," starring
Jack Lemmon, Tony Curtis, and Marilyn
Monroe, was almost exclusively filmed
here. "The Stuntman," episodes of "Si
mon and Simon," and other assorted TV
movies and series have used the hotel as a
backdrop for their intricate plots.
There is a small museum on the premi
ses, and free tours are conducted throught
he hotel on Saturdays. She is a legacy of a
romantic era of huge, fancy hotels, and
will continue to be a beautiful national
and state historical landmark and San
Diego's own famous backdrop.

Concern for Animals

Project Wildlife Saves Lives
By Andrea C. Zinko
Staff Writer

Little baby birds are cute. But sometimes
they find themselves in strange places be
cause they follow mommy and daddy to
the ends of branches and palm fronds
with wings flapping. They end up on the
ground, and, more often than enough,
cross the path of a human. Some of us
know how to help these poor little things,
but a lot of us don't. That's what Project
Wildlife is for.
Project Wildlife is a non-profit organiza
tion that cares for injured, orphaned, and
homeless animals and birds. All the peo
ple who work for Project Wildlife are vol
unteers, and they are given instructions,
updated every few months, on how to feed
and care for many different types of birds
and animals located in the San Diego
County area. Among their resources is a
ranch-like preserve in Alpine to care for
the larger animals and certain kinds of
birds. There is an aviary on Point Loma to
house other, smaller birds.
One gets to know about Project Wildlife
fast, especially if a sea gull, or killdeer
baby, or even skunks are involved. I
know, I worked at an elementary school
out on Point Loma that had plenty of trees
and land that birds love. I've rescued killdeer infants, 10 days old, from the clutches
of children and cats, plus saved the life of a

mourning dove that had been mauled by a
cat. I've helped children and parents out
when they found baby starlings, sparrows,
and other assorted animals (except for cats
and dogs; Project Wildlife doesn't handle
them).
Never try to care for any type of animal
or bird yourself! You'll end up causing
more harm than good for the creature,
plus make it harder on a volunteer to take
care of them. Creatures frighten easily,
and don't understand our efforts to help
them. They might bite or peck at you, try
ing to keep you away from them or their
young. Project Wildlife gives a few tips for
this: if it is a baby bird, and the nest is on
the ground (such as the killdeer), stay back
and see if the parents come to the bird. If
the parents don't, the bird is therefore
abandoned and therefore Project Wildlife.
If the nest is high in a tree, more often the
parents will peck the bird out of the nest if
it is replaced, so Project Wildlife steps in.
When you call Project Wildlife about
one of these birds, they will ask you if you
have contained the bird (that means have
it in a box with some type of cover that
lets the air through). Then they will ask
your location, then give you the names of
a few volunteers nearest your area, plus
the phone numbers to contact and make
sure that they can handle the bird. Once
you hand the bird over, you can be sure

that it is in good hands. The volunteer will
usually give you a card to fill out, stating
where you found the bird, your name and
address. In addition they will give you
some literature on the organization, what
they do and why they do it.
If what you have is large, like a sea gull,
skunk, or something of the sort, they will
ask you, again, is the animal contained. If
it is, they will send a volunteer with the
proper experience and equipment to en
close the animal in order to take it to one
of their vets to assess the injury. Never,
never try to help a larger animal. Just get it
to an area that is enclosed, such as a
garage, trash can, box, tarp, or something
of the sort. Then let Project Wildlife take
over.
Anyone can be a member of Project
Wildlife, so long as you live in a house,
since most apartments will not allow any
animals on the premises. Most of all,
DON'T try it on USD's campus. You can,
however, donate money for the food and
lodging of these animals and birds. Project
Wildlife would appreciate it very much.
This is one number you should not be
without—225-9453—if you find animals or
birds that need help. You never know
when something might happen and one of
these animals or birds cross your path, this
summer or in the future.

ASB
Bullpen

At
Mission
Cross
Roads

Getting
Dumped
By Lisa V. Lesperance
Staff Writer

I got dumped! I know, I know, you always
say that "It could never happen to me."
Right? Wrong! Like Erma Bombeck says, "If
life is a bowl of cherries, then why am I in
the pits?" Being "dumped" once or twice is
acceptable—but once or twice a week?
Being rejected has played a lead role in
my life such an innumerable amount of
times that even Euclid could not compute
this. I have "turned the other cheek"
enough times to be martyred along side of
Joan of Arc. I have "gotten back on the
horse" so regularly that I now could own
my own stable! Just where does it end?
I'd hit the singles bars, but I'm not 21
yet. I'd go to a dating service but I'd proba
bly end up with a distant relative. I finally
decided that men are just not for me, thus,
directed my focus to the neighborhood
convent only to find myself attracted to
the priest! I now catch myself portraying
one of those deodorant soap commercials,
"Give me strength!"
I've tried brushing with Close-Up and Ultrabrite only to keep hearing those tiny
voices singing, "How's your love life?" I have
even taken stock in Body Flowers, Mischief,
Impulse and the like. However, when gorg
eous men come rushing toward mc with
flowers, they are usually late for a funeral!
I go to parties and find my favorite song
to be "Dancing With Myself." I signed up
for fall semester classes and found I was
the only one signing up for Human Sexu
ality 101.
I have finally concluded that being
dumped, thus not having my own personal
knight in shining armor is not the first
thing of importance on my list of priorities
for life. However, I don't know what is. But
I am sure that I can think of something.
Perhaps I'll take up a sudden interest in
cooking. Yeah!.. .for no other reason, of
course, than that of studying and observ
ing the art of fine cuisine. I have put aside
the fact that the way to a man is through
his stomach. I have put out of my mind
the thought of using my dining room ac
cessories and my knowledge of preparing
fine foods to entertain gentlemen. I am no
longer to think of using my polished skills
to get a man on my side. I refuse to even
think of.. .well. . ."Hey, baby! Want to
come over to my pad for a home-cooked
meal?" (Can you blame me? Once a scam,
always a scam!)

The VISTA staff (L. to R.) John Schlegel, Arian Collins, Scott Stevens
(foreground), and Michael Cisneros, sit and discuss celebrity writer Tim Durnin's latest expose on God.

Staff Contemplates
Durninism
By Michael Cisneros
Staff Writer

The leaders of the VISTA newspaper
staff called yet another emergency board
meeting this week to discuss the matter
handled by their world-famous columnist
Tim Durnin in his weekly "60 Seconds"
column. It was the third time this month
such action has had to be taken.
After receiving numerous letters and
complaints on Durnin's handling of the
"killer babies" and "banning of birthday
cake" stories, the office was flooded and
Editor-in-Chief Emily Schell was kidnap
ped in response to his commentary on the
validity of God. Acting Editor Scott Stev
ens called the meeting in an attempt to
prevent his own capture.
"The problem stems from Tim's com
ments that 'President Reagan must be in
God's scheme of things,' and 'Russians are

THE FAR SIDE

not cool enough to relax and wear ear
rings or beards,' " said Stevens to the
press. Actually, Stevens is the press and
just wrote the comments on a napkin.
Durnin could not be reached for com
ment as he was reported to be having the
time of his life at the annual USD Spring
Ball. Sources say however that lately he
had been overcome by a strange notion
that God did exist and did know what He
was doing as a place like earth could not
possibly exist on its own.
Entertainment Editor Arian Collins is
sued a statement in support of Durnin's
controversy at writing an article on God
without doing an interview by saying,
"The VISTA has always tried to lead the
way in doing, you know, new things."
Humor Editor Michael Cisneros agreed by
stating the tabloid's motto, "All the news
that fits, we print."

By GARY LARSON

Hostility Tour '85—Many people at
USD were outraged last Saturday
when they discovered that the anx
iously awaited concert by the Hostile
Band scheduled that evening at Camino Theatre was canceled. The con
cert, which had been sold out for
weeks (even before the band's name
change), was expected to take place
right up until curtain time.
VISTA Whitehouse sources have
told this tabloid that President
Reagan summoned the Hostile Band
at the last minute to perform as his
opening act during his visit to Europe.
German newspapers have reported
that the Hostile Band has been steal
ing the show on most occasions and
that there has been a clash of egos
between Reagan and the Hostile Man
backstage. More on this as it
develops.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

© 1985 Universal Press Syndicate

Quote of the
Week
"I would never fire Yogi
for losing in April."
—G. Steinbrenner
"Bob, do you think I'm sinking? Be honest."

"One more thing, young man. You get my
daughter home before sunrise—I dont want you
coming back here with a pile of dried bones."
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Entertainment
Madonna Desperately Sought—Talent Found
Mary Markovinovic
Staff Writer
Madonna is a star who many teenagers
view as a role model and trendsettrer. She
is idolized by many teenieboppers while
leading a life set on the edge of society's
moral guidelines. In the movie Desperately
Seeking Susan her music-video personna
comes to the big screen.
Susan, played by Madonna, has Ma
donna's flashy wardrobe and free-spirited
image. It is not a teeniebopper that follows
her but a suburban housewife named Ro
berta. Rosanna Arquette portrays the bor
ed housewife from New Jersey whose hus
band sells hot tubs. She becomes obsessed
with Susan after reading a series of classi
fied ads placed by Susan's boyfriend, Jim.
Roberta finds out that Susan is in New
York and goes on the hunt to find her.
She follows Susan through New York's
Soho area and even buys the jacket that
Susan traded for a pair of boots.
The jacket contains a key for a locker.
When Roberta tries to return the key she
is attacked by a man who is also desperate
ly seeking Susan. The attack leaves her
with a case of amnesia and in the arms of
Jim's friend, Dez. Dez reluctantly agrees to
help her out thinking that Roberta is real

ly Susan.
Desperately Seeking Susan has a complex
plot. Don't expect to be immediately
drawn into this film. It is slow at first and
has many plot twists. It has all the ingredi
ents for an action-packed movie and
more, maybe too much. There is amnesia,
art, stolen jewels, murder, prostitution, ex
tramarital affairs, moped chases, magici
ans, the New York underworld, mistaken
identity and a very good-looking Prince
Charming.
Both Madonna and Rosanna are cast
well for their parts. Madonna is perfect for
her part. Unfortunately, there's not
enough of her in the movie. The biggest
disappointment is the soundtrack which
she could have greatly added to. Her tal
ent as a singer could have only added to
her impressive screen presence.
The movie does have some humor and
pleasant surprises. One such surprise is
Aidan Quinn, who plays Dez. He is the
most down-to-earth character in the mov
ie. He manages to keep one foot in reality.
He plays a friend of Susan's boyfriend who
is asked to look after her. He has never
seen Susan before, but heard of her out
rageous reputation. He brings a lot of sen
suality into a story that could easily be lost

Rosanna Arquette and Madonna star in Desperately Seeking Susan.
in the artificial world of the Jersey suburbs
and the New York streets.
Desperately Seeking Susan was directed by

Susan Seidelman and written by Leora
Barish. I thought it was a funny and en
joyable movie, if you can make it past the
first half hour.

New Films Worth the Admission
By Scott Stevens
Acting Editor
When I first saw the poster for the new
Universal release Gotcha, I thought, "Oh
no, not another stupid teenage sex
movie." For a reason I still do not know, I
dragged myself to the theater. What met
my eyes was a surprise, a pleasant surprise.
Unlike many of the moives that are bill
ed similarly to this one, i.e. with a picture
implying a lot of skin, this movie had a
real plot, and wasn't filled with a lot of
useless and tasteless flesh scenes. It did
have a couple of borderline scenes which
the movie would have been better with
out, but these were few, and not terribly
explicit.
The story itself was intriguing. An
18-year-old college freshman, Jonathon
(Anthony Edwards), is a master at the
popular game TAG (The Assassination
Game). TAG, or "Gotcha" as it was called
in the movie, consists of several students
wandering around campus, attempting to

do one another in through clandestine
paint-gun assassinations. Jonathon
doesn't know how real his dreams of spies
and guns will become, as he meets a beau
tiful young Czechlosavakian girl, Sasha
(Linda Fiorentino), on his spring-break
trip to Paris. Sasha persuades Jonathon to
accompany her to East Berlin, and that's
where the excitement begins. To give
away any more would be to ruin the won
derfully surprising turn of events which is
to take place.
Both Edwards and Fiorentino did good
jobs on the set. Their roles were convinc
ing and humorous. Fiorention's Czech ac
cent was very entertaining. The editing
and photography are also quite good, as is
the music. The film contains some great
shots of cities in France and Germany (as
well as some less exciting ones in Los An
geles). Directed by Jeff Kanew with a
screenplay by Dan Gordon, Gotcha is a
fast-paced, humorous, and exciting film
you won't want to miss. Rating: B

ATTENTION:
TOP 30 AWARDEES
Make your picture
appointments in
Yearbook Office
by Monday, May 6

By Scott Stevens
Acting Editor
Even a flood of Coke rushing under my
feet from a spilled 64-ouncer somewhere
behind me, and an arm rest with old gum
on it could not keep me from thoroughly
enjoying Ladyhawke. I was engrossed every
minute of the film, scarcely noticing the
old popcorn containers floating down
stream between my (now ruined) sneakers.
The movie opens with an excellent piece
of cinematography, a beautiful shot of a
desert sun hanging in an orange sky. Sud
denly a line slides across the picture,
changing day to night, sun to moon. The
photography improves from there. Look
for Ladyhawke for best cinematography at
the Oscars.
Combined with the marvelous photog
raphy of the British countryside, are pano
ramic sunsets and sunrises, a great fantasy
story with good acting, lovable characters,
and excellent sets. The story is a classic
type of black and white fantasy tale. The
evil bishop (John Wood), out of jealousy,
calls up the powers of darkness to curse
the girl he loves (Michelle Pfeiffer) and her
lover, a captain of the bishop's army (Rutger Hauer). Due to the curse, at sunset the
man turns into a wolf for the night, and
the woman a hawk during the day. They
can never be together as human beings.
They are content to wander the country

side, plotting revenge against the bishop.
However, an old monk (Leo McKern),
and a young thief who has escaped from
the bishop's gallows (Matthew Broderick)
show them a way that just might lead to
happiness...
All of the actors turned in excellent per
formances, but young Broderick was by
far the light of the cast. His portrayal of
"Phillip the Mouse," a young, lovable,
good-hearted thief with a habit of con
stantly talking to God, though never
keeping his promises, and a nose for some
how always getting into trouble, was im
peccable. He was good in War Games, but
he's outdone himself in this picture. Hauer
was also outstanding in his portrayal of
the courageous though tenderhearted cap
tain. Michelle Pfeiffer, though not nearly
as good as her two co-stars, also turned in
a good performance.
The plot moves quickly and easily.
There is a lot of action and suspense, and
even a couple of shocks that made me
jump. The movie ended way too soon,
however. Not because of a writer's mis
take, but because I would gladly have sat
through a couple more hours of the won
derful acting and great photography. It's a
good, wholesome movie with only a little
violence and a heart-warming ending.
Definitely one to see. Rating: A

Deborah Anderson
plays classical guitar
today at noon
in the French Parlor
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Entertainment
Big Releases From Big Names=$

John Fogarty

Tom Petty
Eric Clapton

By Arian Collins
Entertainment Editor

John Fogerty
Centerfield
There's been so much media coverage of
John Fogerty and his new album already,
it needs little introduction here. In case
you've had your head in the sand during
the last few months, John Fogerty, the
driving force behind Creedance Clearwa
ter Revival, has released his first album in
ten years. Since then he has dropped out
of public view, living on his ranch in Ore
gon. Now that the new LP Centerfield has
been released his face is suddenly on the
cover of practically every music magazine,
his videos are in heavy rotation on MTV,
and Centerfield went straight up to No.
One. Not too bad considering his last hit
was "Rockin' All Over the World" a
decade ago and only reached No. 27 on
the Billboard charts.
Centerfield is not a surprising work in

the sense it's what one would expect from
him. All the songs are traditional rock and
roll with a hint of country flavor; the same
formula that made CCR so famous. Think
about some of the themes in the nine
tunes: rock 'n' roll ("Rock and Roll
Girls"), television ("I Saw it on T.V."), and
baseball (Centerfield). How much more
Americana do you need? Rating: A
*

*

*

Eric Clapton
Behind the Sun
Eric Clapton is another person with a
long and well-known career: the Yardbirds, John Mayall and the Bluesbreakers,
Cream, Blind Faith, Plastic Ono Band,
Derek and the Dominos, heroin addic
tion, comeback, and finally a commercial
ly successful solo career.
His new album Behind the Sun shows off
all of Clapton's trademarks. His bluesier
side comes out in full force in "Same Old

Blues," a song very much in the Willie
Dixon style. The female backup singers
give "She's Waiting" a gospel feel. A coun
try influence can be traced in "Knock on
Wood" and "Something's Happening,"
and there's a hing of reggae in "It All De
pends."
Behind the Sun shows Clapton in full
grasp of his influences and he uses them to
perfection. The only problem lies in the di
versity of different styles. Because of this
the album doesn't hold together as well as
it should. Having two different producers
(Phil Collins and Ted Templeman) doesn't
help the situation any. Rating: B
*

*

*

Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
Southern Accents
Tom Petty and his Heartbreakers have
been on a sabbatical for rest and then
because of Petty's broken hand he received
when he punched a studio wall.

Now he's back and healed, but this al
bum is different than the group's past re
leases. For the first time, Petty has collabo
rated with someone outside his band in
song writing. Dave Stewart of the Eurythmics has co-written three of the tracks
with Petty including the first single from
the new album "Don't Come Around
Here No More."
Petty has been quoted as saying that he
wanted to get more of a Southern sound
to the album (Petty's from Florida) hence
the title. But Petty has missed his mark.
With the addition of horns and strings the
Heartbreakers have lost much of their
punch. The opening track "Rebels" seems
too over productionized for the subject
matter. "Dogs on the Run" suits the band
better, and "Spike" is a terrific satire on
how hicks view hard rockers. Overall,
however, the band would have made out
better if it had played more as a band. Rat
ing: C

A New Prince? /Debarge Has Rhythm
By Arian Collins, Entertainment Editor
and Monie Captan, Guest Critic
Prince & The Revolution

since the following promotional tour has
ended. Can Prince successfully follow up
the past projects?

Around The World In A Day
Nineteen eighty-five has already been
claimed Prince's year although the over
whelming media hype began last summer
with the release of Purple Rain, both the
film and the album.
Prince has managed to do what only a
handful of other entertainers have been
lucky enough to do: capture the hearts of
the majority of critics and public. So much
so that people were able to ignore the fact
that the Purple Rain film was plagued by
terrible acting and a predictable plot.
Now the real test comes. Prince has been
bold enough to release a new album after
less than a year since the Purple Rain LP
hit the stores' shelves, and only a month

Around the World in a Day is much differ
ent than Purple Rain. Whereas Purple Rain
was immediately commercially acceptable,
the new album is not. Only the songs
"Raspberry Beret" and "Pop Life" really
continue in the same vein as his previous
albums. Around the World in a Day appears
to be an attempt to create a masterpiece
along the same lines as the Beatles' Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. If this
was his intent, he fails in doing so. Much
of the new LP is boring and lightweight.
The lyrics on the new album don't con
tain explicit sexual themes like on Prince's
previous LP's. Instead, Prince seems to be
repenting his past wavs. On "Temptation"

Prince sings about sexual desire (okay, one
song has the theme). But then at the end
of the song Prince seems to be having a
conversation with God, who is condemn
ing him for his lust. He says, "Love is more
important than sex.. .now I understand."
Changing his image? Who knows. Perhaps
it's all just another publicity gimmick.
There are a couple of ways of looking at
Around the World in a Day. Either Prince
made a conscious effort to do something
different than Purple Rain or he believes all
of the hvpe about himself and thinks he
can do no wrong. Think again. Rating:
C-/A.C.
*

*

*

Debarge
Rhythm of the Night
Rhythm of the Night is Debarge's fourth

album and is already rising to the top of
music charts with its title hit "Rhythm of
the Night." The festive title hit is bound to
bring about a new dance craze. The suc
cess of "Rhythm of the Night" is due in
part to the use of an outside producer,
Richard Perry, who also produced several
of the Pointer Sisters' current hits. De
barge is one of those groups that have in
the last few years skyrocketed to superstardom from a relatively unknown past. Debarge's present success was expected after
successfully putting out two gold albums,
three No. One singles, and a 1984 nation
al concert tour. The entire LP is not reflec
tive of the title hit, howe\ ;r, the style of
Debarge is retained throughout the al
bum. If you are in the mood to dance, Rhy
thm of the Night is definitely a prime
choice. Rating: B + /M.C.
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Entertainment
Let's Party

By The Unknown Party Animal

Staff W r i t e r
First of all, I have to get a few beefs
out of the way. Where were all the
parties Friday night!? Was everyone at
the SDSU Spring Fest?
Secondly, it's now Monday (press
time) and still no Laura "Light
Weight" Watson. "Put my name in
your column and then I'll believe that
you're the Party Animal," she said.
"No problem," I said. "I'll tell you
where all the parties are," she said.
Still no Laura.
Well, at least I knew of four parties
on Saturday night.
*

*

*

Tree House Party #3 in Del
Mar—This was one of the biggest
disappointments of the past week.
When I went to the Tree blouse Party
#2 during winter break it was big and
fun. There was a band, there were
loads of people, there was fun and
frolic, there was GROG. But this was
not the case and by 9:30 we were on
the road once more.
The party gets its name from a small
tree house in the backyard that goes
otherwise unnoticed. This party even
had a theme to it (Gillian's Island),
but I had not been made aware of it
before my arrival so I came out of
costume. Which was no problem
since many others had come the same
way.
This party lacked something. More
people would have helped. More en
thusiasm might have been a life saver.
Oh well.
*

*

*

Rugby Party—I hadn't originally
planned to go to this party. When a
friend of mine told me about it, I
already had three parties on my agen
da and expected the Tree House Party
to be the only one I'd need for the
evening.

Needless to say, we went to Nahant
Court in Mission Beach. This party
was pretty big. Standing on a stairway
that lead to an upstairs apartment, it
looked like a sea of humanity.
It was good to see 'ole Mama G
managing the kegs (and where else
would you have expected him?). He
and other rugby players not only
served beer but doubled as crowd con
trollers ("Hey, §@°tt= X h- ±, step
back!!").
The thing that always amazes me is
how few people I know at USD par
ties. My God, there's only about
3,500 undergraduates at this school!
How can I not know most of every
one? I knew I should have gone to the
orientations.
However, although this was a USD
party, there were a lot of people from
other schools present. I saw SDSU
and UCSD sweatshirts, and there
were people I knew went to Mesa and
ITT. When you have a huge gathering
along the beach you're bound to at
tract "foreigners" and riff raff. Who
knows, some of those people might
not have even gone to college. It's
enough to keep you awake at night,
isn't it?
*

*

*

You might be wondering about the
other two parties I had lined up for
last Saturday. "Why don't they get
coverage, Mr. Unknown Party Ani
mal? Mr. Fiesta? Mr. Go Nutz?"
Well, the first party which was in
Linda Vista was supposed to start
around sixish and I just couldn't get
myself together in time for that one.
The other one was on Santa Barbara
Court in MB. But when we drove by,
all was dark. Then I saw the guy who
was supposed to be throwing that
bash at the Rugby Party. When I ask
ed him what happened to his party,
he just shrugged. 'Nuf said.
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Major renovations of Symphony Hall
(currently the Fox Theatre) got underway
last month.
Artec Consultants Inc., a New Yorkbased accoustical consulting firm with an
international reputation for excellence,
has been retained to enhace the sound
properties of Symphony Hall. Artec's im
pressive client list includes the Dallas Sym
phony Hall, Royal Opera House at Covent Garden, the Calgary Center for the
Performing Arrts, the Monterrey (Mexico)
Opera House, and the Opera House of
Genoa, Italy.
William Lewis, senior vice president and
partner in the architectural firm o f '
Deems/Lewis &. Partners, will be in
charge of interior renovations, and Roy
Miller of the same firm will be the project
architect. Lewis and Miller will work joint
ly with Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, the
Los Angeles architects retained by Charles
Raynd to design Symphony Towers, the
highrise office building to be erected
around and above Symphony Hall.
"The Fox Theatres were the entertain
ment palaces of the 1920's," said Lewis,
"and we will restore the new Symphony
Hall to its orginal ambience. It will be an
elegant home."
Lewis said the stage area of the orchestra
pit wil be enlarged, and that he will work
closely with Artec on the design of the accoustic stage shell that will surround and

JOBS

JOBS

^

project the sound from the orchestra.
A.T. Heinsbergan Co., the same firm
that created the interior design for the Fox
Theatre in 1929, has been retained as
painting contractor.
"We'll be recreating the room to its orig
inal finish of beige and stone colors, high
lighted in gold leaf and polychromed," said
Dawn Heinsbergen.
After the completion of the background
painting under Heinsbergen's supervision,
the specialized decorative work will be
done by Heinsbergen's experts from their
Heritage Division.
In business for over 60 years, the Heins
bergen firm has designed the interiors for
757 theaters in the United States, Can
ada, and Mexico.
San Diego's largest locally-based con
struction company, Nielson Construction
Co., will serve as construction manager/
general contractor.
The San Diego Symphony Orchestra
will inaugurate Symphony Hall with an
exciting 1985-86 winter season filled with
world reknowned guest artists, major pre
miere performances and a special Great
Composers Series.
David Atherton, marking his fifth year
as Music Director, opens the season No
vember 7 with a world premiere of a yetunnamed work by Pulitzer Prize winning
composer in residence Bernard Rands.

JOBS

JOBS

JOBS

Don't wait! Employers want YOU!
Apply now for summer employment . . . Wind Surf Instructors, Sailing Instructors, Camp
Counselors, Life Guards and many more.
Be one step ahead when you graduate. Valuable experience in your career field can be ob
tained through the Career Experience Program.

Student Employment Center, Serra 317

Nurses
&
Nurse
Students

PtidfUxiTfravel
One Way
From

Changing of Fox
Theatre Begins

Good money, excel,
benefits, 4 weeks vaca
tion after first year,
worldwide travel, pro
fessional growth, good
advancement, career
development & continu
ing education in the
Navy Nurse Corps, BSN
grads & Senior Students
may apply now. Rapid
Promotion, Mgmt. &
Teaching positions. Call
toll free:
1-800-228-8961.

Management
Opportunities
Immediate openings for
general, technical and avia
tion management positions
as officers in the Navy. Col
lege seniors or grads, age
19-28 seeking early responsi
bility should apply. All ma
jors considered, no exp. nec.
Equal opportunity employer,
starting salary $20,000,
$36,000 after four years. 30
days vacation first year.
Outstanding benefits
package, call toll free:
1-800-228-8961.
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Sports
Hits Don't Fall as
Toreras Drop 5 of 6
By Tom Hoey
Staff Writer

USD Men's Tennis Places
Second in WCAC
The Torero men's tennis team fin
ished second to powerhouse Pepperdine in last weekend's WCAC Cham
pionships, held at Santa Clara Uni
versity.
The individual singles and doubles
tournament brought together the
conference's eight teams to compete
over 3 days.
Finishing second was what Coach
Ed Collins and his team expected or
hoped for. "Pepperdine is ranked #5 in
the country, and three of our top play
ers were not with us," said Collins.
On the same weekend #4 Maris Luters and #2 Alejandro Ramos were re
presenting USD at the Ojai Intercollegiates and #1 Jim McNamee had
been suspended from the team for dis
ciplinary reasons.
"I am proud of the job the guys
did," said Collins. We have great
depth on this year's team and it paid
off this weekend."
Representing San Diego were Chris
Smith, Patrik Sundh, Doug Bradley,
Amado Yanez, Curtis Dadien and
Rick Matheson.
"They all contributed points and
each one of them won big matches for
us," said Collins.
In singles Freshmen Curtis Dadien
and Patrik Sundh reached the quarter
finals, where they lost to experienced
players from Pepperdine. In the third
round Dadian defeated Pepperdine's
Ed Nagel, the tournament's #3 seed.
"The first set lasted forever," re
counted Dadian. "I had all kinds of
chances earlier in the set, but they got
away. He seemed confident but I
somehow pulled it out; how I don't
know. The set went to a tiebreaker
and he kind of freaked, especially af
ter I hit an unbelievable passing shot

at 6-all."
Curtis breezed through the second
set to win 7-6, 6-1. With Pepperdine
accumulating an insurmountable
lead, USD was involved in a battle
with Santa Clara for the second place
trophy.
Several key matches determined the
Toreros edge over the host school.
Amado Yanez and Rich Matheson
played the doubles match of their
young lives to beat CSU's Frank Seitz
and Pat O'Connor. "Amado wasn't
playing very well so I had to play
great," said Matheson.
In another key matchup, USD's
Sundh and Bradley defeated SC's Jeff
Christiansen and Don Ballew, in a
thriller before a large, demonstrative
and partisan crowd.
"We were down two match points,"
said Bradley. "On the second point I
threw up the worst of all lobs and he
hit it over the fencer. I knew then we
had a chance to win." Win they did,
but not after some trying moments.
"We were up 5-1, 3-0 in the game and
my partner started choking his brains
out," said Bradley. "The people were
clapping for every mistake we made,
but we eventually won 6-4... they
missed another overhead."
Two USD teams made it to the
semifinals, only to lose to teams from
Pepperdine. In addition to Sundh and
Bradley, Dadian and Chris Smith also
won three rounds.
"We had a great tournament and a
pretty good time," said Smith, "except
that Amado got on everyone's nerves
after awhile."
Final point totals were Pepperdine
99, USD 57, Santa Clara 48, Loyola
Marymount 25, St. Mary's 24, Port
land 22, USF 14, and Gonzaga 1.

"I've never believed the statement 'I'd
rather be lucky than good' more than I do
now," said a frustrated coach Kevin
McGarry. That statement sums up the
week of bad luck the USD Women's Soft
ball Team experienced in losing 5 of the 6
games they played.
On Tuesday, the Toreras were swept by
crosstown rivals UCSD. Mary Stanbra
went the distance for the host Toreras in
the 4-2 opening loss. USD led 2-1 until the
5th inning when UCSD scored 3 runs to
seal the victory.
"This was the best overall game we play
ed all year," said McGarry. "Mary pitched
well and we played excellent defense. We
hit some bullets but they were right at
somebody.'
Stanbra had 2 hits and an RBI and Lin
da Anderson also chipped in with an RBI.
The Toreras turned in a couple of defen
sive gems as centerfielder Jamie Feijoo
made a diving catch and threw a runner
out at the plate and leftfielder Kathy
Whitaker also cut down a runner at home.
The second game UCSD trounced the
Toreras 8-1 as Diane Romo was tagged
with the loss. "The first game took a lot
out of us," said McGarry. "We were pretty
poor at the plate and really down after the
loss."
Romo pitched 6 innings and Anne Mar
tin came on in the 7th to finish up the
game. Offensively, Romo had a single,
double and the lone USD RBI.
On Friday, the Toreras hosted LaVerne
and split a doubleheader winning the
opener 3-2 and losing the nightcap 4-2.
Stanbra pitched the first game giving up
only one earned run to gain the victory.
"She pitched a real good game," said

McGarry.
Feijoo tripled in 2 runs and Anderson
had 2 hits and an RBI to lead the Torera
Offensive attack.
Romo was the starter in the second
game pitching 4% innings. Stanbra came
on to pitch the last 2VJ innings.
Anderson was 2 for 2 and Romo had a
single for USD.
On Saturday, Redlands took a pair of
games from the Toreras 3-1 and 10-6. In
the first game USD managed to hit the
ball well but they just couldn't score any
runs. Katie O'Keefe had a triple and 2 sin
gles, and Mary Godfrey, Stanbra and
Lynn Handukovich each had 2 hits for
the Toreras.
Stanbra again pitched well, giving up
only one earned run.
The second game was a disappointing
loss for the Toreras. With the score tied
6-6 after 6 innings, Redlands scored 4 runs
in the 7th to emerge with the victory.
Stanbra pitched the first 6 innings and
Romo came on in the 7th. After retiring
the first two batters on two pitches, Romo
walked the next 3 batters and then gave
up 3 consecutive singles. Anne Martin
then relieved Romo and she also walked
in a run before striking out the last batter
to end the disastrous inning.
Gallina had 3 hits and 3 RBI's and Stan
bra also had a hit and an RBI for USD.
"We didn't play that bad," said
McGarry. "For the most part we hit the
ball hard and got on base. We just
couldn't plunch any runs across. The
team never gave up."
The Toreras finish up their season with
6 road games. Tuesday, May 2nd they
played UCSD, Wednesday they played
Christ College and Saturday they travel to
LaVerne to finish up the season.

Toreros Come Back to
Beat UCI, Drop Tivinbill
to Champman College
By Jon Alan Lee
Staff Writer

The Toreros hit the road and compiled
a 1-2 record in last week's baseball action.
Strong pitching by Tom Sizer and power
hitting by Jeff Grotewold were the high
lights of the week, with the two hooking
up in the lone victory.
On Tuesday, USD traveled to UC Ir
vine's place and secured a 6-5 decision.
Losing 4-1 going into the seventh inning,
the Torero offense suddently erupted for
five runs and the team coasted on to vic
tory lane. Consecutive RBI doubles by
Dave Rolls and Dan Echeveste preceded
the big blow, Grotewold's three-run hom
er, and the rest was left to pitcher Tom Siz
er. The righthander retired the side in or
der in the ninth for the complete game win.
The Toreros got roughed up in the next
two games, however, as Chapman won
both ends of a doubleheader, 9-3 and 3-0.
In game one, Grotewold's two-run homer

brought the Toreros to within two of
Chapman in the fourth, 5-3, but Chap
man hit two boppers of their own to take
the victory.
The second game was a pitching duel for
six innings as Sizer had surrendered only
four hits, and Chapman's pitcher, two.
Both Torero hits were erased by double
plays. In the seventh, USD accepted two
bases on balls, but couldn't score. Chap
man promptly plated three runs soon after
on a hit, a walk, and a three-run circuit
smash to end the game.
The team's next home games are Satur
day against Loyola (2), and the final con
test of the year at the USD Baseball Com
plex is on Tuesday, May 7 against UC Ir
vine. Come watch Jeff Grotewold and
Sean Baron battle for the homerun lead,
reminiscent of the old Mickey Mantle/
Roger Maris races, as each prospective
homerun king has seven apiece at the time
of this writing.
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IM Comer

Men's Floor Hockey: Final Four
By the time this article appears in todays
paper we will be down to the final two
who will play for the championship this
evening. Last night's games pitted Sigma
Pi II against Victory through Vio
lence and Trorr Lives against CCCP.
Tonights game could be any of the four
teams but venturing a guess it should be
Trorr Lives vs. Sigma Pi II. Trorr
Lives is a better bet to be in the finals
than Sigma Pi II as Victory Through
Violence should have given the Pi men
one heck of a battle. The Victory team is
a surprise team, but they have steadily im
proved during the season. Their style of
play has always been aggressive, but they
have now learned how to score and stop
the passes from being made down the
sides. Victory wins through constant in
timidation which lowers a teams scoring
1 YrHiJ

psyche by the end of the second period.
The Pi II team should still end off being
the winner as they can play aggressively
and very skillfully when pressed. Whom
ever the winner ends up to be, this will
have been one of the classic IM matchups.
Getting to the final four isn't easy. In
the first round of play In the Pink defeat
ed Mission Impossible by a score of 3 to
1. Victory Through Violence hung on
to defeat the Rugger Huggers 6 to 5 and
the Blasters shut out X Team Alpha 3
to 0. The Gods barely beat Sigma Chi I
by the score of 1 to 0. The second round of
play saw Sigma Pi II defeat In the Pink
by a score of 4 to 1. In the Pink just did
not have enough skilled players to keep up
with the men from Pi land.
Kappa Kegga Pasta who went unde
feated during league play was totally in-
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timidated by Victory through Vio
lence. Kappa Kegga Pasta scored first
during the first period, but by the second
period Victory had complete control of
the game. Final score of this game was 8 to
3. Trorr Lives defeated the Blasters by
the score of 4 to 0. The score of this game
was definitely no indication of how close it
actually was. Going into the last two min
utes of play, Trorr barely was hanging on
to a 1 to 0 lead. Then lightening struck as
Trorr, within two minutes, scored 3
unanswered goals. The Blasters up to
that point played a great game. The final
game saw CCCP upend the Gods by a
score of 3 to 1. CCCP played just hard
enough to win the game. The CCCP
team never seems to play up to its poten
tial. Perhaps they are afraid of how good
they really can be. They will have to be
lieve in themselves if they hope to defeat
Trorr Lives this week.
Tonight's game time should begin at 6
pm. Come out and cheer your favorite
team to victory.

Women's Floor Hockey champs:
The Puck Ups.

Puck Ups
Undefeated
Champions
No surprise here as the Puck Ups went
undefeated in both league and tourna
ment play to be crowned the undefeated
USD champions of womens floor hockey.
In the first round of play, the Puck Ups
had Phi Kapp Little Sisters totally in
timidated as the Phi Kapps decided not
to show up. Zeta Tau Alpha, who has
improved immensely, defeated Just for
Fun Again by the score of 7 to 2. The
championship game matched the Puck
Ups against Zeta Tau. The final score
was 3 to 2, however Zeta Tau gave the
Puck Ups a battle for the championship.
In the first period Zeta scored first with
Debbie Martin putting in one of two goals
that she would score in that period. The
Puck Ups answered with one goal by
Abbie Marin. In the second period Susan
Donovan and Amy Rader both scored for
the Puck Ups to put them in the lead.
The rest of the game was a tight battle
with the Puck Ups hanging on by one
point to finally win the game. Congratula
tions go to the Puck Up players.
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Typing service/word processing for stu
dents; experience with pleadings, the
sis, dissertations, etc. Available day,
weekend & evening hours. Located in
Chula Vista area. Barbara Taylor Secre
tarial Services 421-5612.
Are you moving into an unfurnished
apt. this summer? Is the only furniture
you have a crate for your records? Now
for sale is a matching living room and
dining room set. Also available kitchen
dining set. Best offer. Call 268-0063.

Engineering & Science Majors
We have immediate openings for qualified personnel in three distinct
areas:

H.Kap!an

The Smart

OPERATING ENGINEER: Primary responsibility includes supervision of
Nuclear propulsion systems.

MOVE!

DESIGN/RESEARCH ENGINEER: Work in planning, testing and design
aspects of engineering.
INSTRUCTOR: Teaching math, chemistry, physics and Eng. to highly
motivated, intelligent students in graduate and undergraduate levels.
QUALIFICATIONS: Male & Female, U.S. citizen, ages 19-29, good
health, BS/MS preferred.

GMAT • LSAT• GRE

SALARY: Starts at $26,000 per year and raises to over $50,000 in five
years. Scholarships of $1,000 per month are available to exceptional
students in their junior and senior years. For more information send let
ter or resume to NAVAL ENGINEERING PROGRAMS, BLDG.
#335, Naval Training Center, San Diego, CA 92133 or call toll free:

2180 Garnet
Pacific Beach, CA
92109
(619) 270-G810

1-800-228-8961.
J
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Sports
Women Rowers Win 3 of
5 Races at Santa Barbara
By Julie O'Neil
Staff Writer

"We're getting faster every race and
have definitely improved since the Crew
Classic," stated Duke Robinson, coach of
the Women's Varsity Boat, after USD
beat UCSB by 15 seconds on Saturday.
Santa Barbara came out of the start
strong, but it was no match against the
fabulous start of the USD Varsity boat.
The water was rough and the women pull
ed together and barelled through the wa
ter and UCSB.
The lightweight women, however, did
not fair as well. UCSB started out slow
and USD was even, but the lack of time
spent practicing together took its toll. The
lightweight boat was made up of 5 varsity
and 3 novice and with the different sched
ules it makes it hard to get time on the wa
ter. UCSB gradually pulled through USD
and USD struggled to make up the lost
water but it was too late.
Now the Novice Women's four did not
have that problem. They took the lead
from UCSB and never gave them a
chance. "This boat only practiced a day
together and I am very happy with the re
sults," said Coach Debbie Riling. Instead
of just sitting on the lead, the four kept

gaining water and won by 6 boat lengths.
The Novice A boat had a bad start. The
two boats were misaligned and UCSB had
a four-seat advantage before the race even
began. With that kind of start it is hard to
regroup and attack the race.
USD began to pull together, but UCSB
held them off and gained water. Near the
end of the race USD finished 7 seats behind.
The boat is set for the Southern Califor
nia Women's Championships and Coach
Riling is pleased with the set up. There still
is the possibility of the A boat going to the
Western Sprints and that is where this
boat will shine.
The Novice B boat did a "Really good
job," said Riling. USD took the lead right
away and never lost it. UCSB made a
move after the 1,000-meter mark, but
USD just plowed through the water.
"I think that the fact that the B boat has
not had many changes in the seating gives
them the advantage. It makes a big differ
ence to be able to practice every day to
gether," commented Coxswain Liz Smith.
This weekend the Women's Crew teams
will be in Oxnard for the Southern Cali
fornia Women's Championships. As long
as the boats get some good practices this
week they should have a good chance to
place in each event.

James Takes First

Golfers 2nd in WCAC
The USD golf team ended their season
in a big way last week as they grabbed sec
ond place at the West Coast Athletic
Conference Golf Championships.
Torero linkster Brett James walked way
with top individual honors, shooting a
three-round 235 on the course at Half
Moon Bay.
The rest of the squad fared well, also, as
they scored 975 combined, which was six
short off the pace of first-place Portland.
Noni Taguian finished in a four-way tie
for ninth with a 245, while Tim Barber
took 13th just one shot behind. Dave Rol
lins shot a 252 and Tom McKenna a 263
to contribute to USD's cause.
Final Team Scores
Portland
318 321 330 969

San Diego

325 326 324 975

San Francisco
325 324 329 978
323 331 324 978
Loyola Marymount
327 338 314 979
Pepperdine
325 336 332 993
St. Mary's
337 349333 1019
Santa Clara
353 379 365 1097
Gonzaga
Final Individual Scores

1. Brett James, USD
2. Bob Bonino, USF
5. Chris Kennedy, POR
4. Chuck DaSilva, POR
5. Mike Stiefel, LMU
(tie) Jim Schaffer, PEP

77 78 80 235
80 77 79 236
79 79 79 237
77 78 83 238
81 81 77 239
80 82 77 239

9. (tie) Noni Gaguian, USD
80 8184 245
13. Tim Barber, USD 80 88 78 246
22. (tie) Dave Rollins, USD
91 79 82 252
32. Tom McKenna, USD88 88 87 263

Freshmen, Varsity
Men Beat UCSB
By Cathy Hupp
Staff Writer

The freshman and varsity boats claimed
victories against UC Santa Barbara last
Saturday as men's crew traveled to Lake
Cachuma in Santa Barbara.
The freshmen won by a boat length and
a half, despite the rough water they en
countered. With the win over UCSB, the
freshmen bring their dual meet record to
5-1. The team camped the night before at
the grounds near the lake. Said rower Doug
Brown, "The camping was primitive, the
race a success, and the weekend awesome."
The team is preparing to race UC Irvine
this Sunday. "We lost to UCI at the Crew
Classic, so we want to win to show our im
provement," said Coach Joe Buchanan.
The varsity boat, with some changes in
the lineup, finished three seconds ahead of

if you'd like
to help prevent
mental retardation,

Rates your hand.

UCSB. Varsity rower Scott DiValerio
hurt his back in practice and was unable
to row. Some changes in the lineup were
made and Shawn O'Hearn was brought
up from J.V. "We controlled the race the
whole way, but wakes (rough water) at the
1,000 and 1,500 marks shortened our
lead," said Coach Joe Flohr.
Varsity oarsmen Walter Turner and
Neal Stehly both agreed that the win
against UCSB was a confidence builder
for their "revenge match" against UC Ir
vine this Sunday. They and rower Bill
Smith earned membership in the Varsity
Boat Club by winning three varsity races.
The J.V. boat finished nine seconds be
hind UCSB. They will also be traveling to
Newport to race UCI this weekend.
After Newport, the rowers will be pre
paring for the Western Sprints champion
ships to be held May 18-19 in Sacramento.

An unborn baby needs your vote.
Your support for the platform
against mental retardation will pay
off - in good prenatal care, dietary
correction of metabolism problems,
postnatal tests for PKU and many
other steps that can help prevent
mental retardation.
You can give this help through the
ARC - the Association for Retarded
Citizens. Call or write today.

arc

Association for Retarded Citizens

This space contributed by :he publisher as a public service.

The USD "Pooper" rugby squad gets up close and personal with Alumni in
action last Saturday. This action was just a warm-up for the real action that
night (see party column). Photo By Mike Gottlub.

WE WANT OUT!

SENIORS - CLASS OF 1985
ARE YOU READY FOR SOME CELEBRATING?
•Wine-n-cheese

April 24th Wednesday
3:00-5:00 pm

Camino Lounge

•School BBQ @ beach
April 27th Saturday
Volleyball tournament, food—watch for further details
•Senior Banquet
May 3rd Friday
6:30 pm-l:00 am Kona Kai Club
Dinner - slide show - dancing; tickets on sale now @ Bookstore!
•Senior/Faculty Wine-n-cheese
May 9th Thursday
4:00-7:00 pm Camino Lounge
•Baccalaureat Mass
May 25th Saturday
4:00 pm Campus Stadium
•Pre-Graduation Party
May 25th Saturday
8:30 pm-l:00 am Camino Patio; parents &. guests
•GRADUATION
May 26th Sunday
3:00 pm Campus Stadium
•Graduation Blow Out Party
May 26th Sunday
9:00 pm-l:30 am Lehr's Greenhouse
Food, 2 bands, DJ, drinks

WATCH FOR FURTHER DETAILS!
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Sports
Sportstalk
VB Tourney A Smash
By John Schlegel
Sports Editor

Volleyball, sun and sand were the words of the day at the First Annual USD
Volleyball Championships, held last Satruday at O.B. Photo by Mike Gott
lub.

Casual. Comfortable.

Probably the biggest complaint around
USD aside from the parking situation is
that there are not enough off-campus so
cial events. And I have to admit to being
in the group of people that have aired that
complaint.
Well, if events like the 1st Annual USD
Volleyball Championships become the
standard, then those complaints could be
come obsolete. Any more activities like
this one, and there will be nothing to com
plain about.
With our campus situated less than 15
or 20 minutes away from several beaches,
it would seem fitting for events to be held
on the sands. And the tournament on Sa
turday showed how much fun might be
had at the beach—sun, burgers, drinks, bi
kinis, and, oh yeah, volleyball.
Actually, the volleyball was what really
made this event tick. There were Men's
2X2, Co-Rec 2X2, and 4X4 divisions, and
a lot of good competition in all. Every
body was out there to have fun, and I
don't believe I saw anybody having a bad
time.
The tournament, which was sponsored
by 9IX and MGA and organized by the
ASB Senate, was well run—for the first

Specials good with ad with selected stylists. Expires May 16, 1985.

ELLAS HAIR DESIGN
A FULL SERVICE SALON
7608 Linda Vista Rd (Mesa College Drive & 163) 268-8865
New salon (formerly La Jolla Cutting Co.) 737 Pearl St.. La Jolla 456-1170

Back to the competition, a significant
portion of the USD women's volleyball
team showed up for the Co-Rec and 4X4
tournaments, and often carried their
teams to victory.
But that's not to say that the men out
there were not talented. In fact, there was
plenty of male talent—without a doubt,
enough for a club team. Definitely
something to think about, especially with
our proximity to the beach and our
Southern California aura.
Now. if we can just turn the parking lots
into volleyball courts.

Soccer Made In Spain
By Sharon Stegmuller
Foreign Correspondent

Precision style cuts for women $13 (reg. $18)
Precision style cuts for men $10 (reg. $15)
Directional perms $25 (reg. $40)
Highlighting (foil weaving starting at $25)(reg $45 and up)
Cellopane $15 (reg. $25)
Vi Leg wax special $12 (reg. $15)
lips and acrylics or wraps $15 off
Manicure and pedicure combo $5 off
Body Wrap $35 (reg. $45)
Specialists in black hair

time, that is. Problems with overlapping
schedules delayed some of the play, but,
overall, the organization ran rather
smoothly, and pretty much everybody
that wanted to play got to.
And anybody that wanted to just
watch, get a tan, and partake in the barbe
cue, well, they could do that, too. This
was a happening that, whether you really
like volleyball or not, you could not help
but enjoy yourself. It was a sunny day at
Ocean Beach, there was little breeze and
only occasional puffy clouds. Isn't that
what you came to USD for in the first
place?

So, I'm sitting in my room wondering
what everyone is yelling about in the liv
ing room, and then I remember that today
was Sunday and that it must be the soccer
game.
This weekly occurance at first frightened
me. These people, who had seemed com
pletely normal during the week, would
turn into screaming maniacs on Sunday.
And not only would they be screaming at
the opposition, but at the people in the
stands who would throw toilet paper onto
the field, at the referees, at the players
they were supporting, themselves, or, bas
ically, anything that moved.
A soccer game means that almost every
thing stops for it. People stay in their
houses or gather in bars to watch it. And I
thought the noise in my house during a
game was something—a group of 20 or 30
men all in one bar screaming is truly an
event in itself. Dinner is postponed either
until halftime or until the end of the game.
In almost every city in Spain, whether

large or small, there exists a soccer team.
And the majority of the people know the
names, origins, and probably even the
birthday of every player on every team.
Granted, a lot of people in the U.S. know
the names of players on baseball teams or
football teams, etc. But when I realized
that the 9-year-old boy in my "house"
knew them too, I began to reconsider the
importance of jutbol, as it is known here.
The players are much more than play
ers. They are practically idols to many
people. They are also some of the richest
people in the country. Their lives are con
stantly reviewed by the gossip magazines
that seem to somewhat glorify their lives.
Finally, I have reached the opinion that
the majority of the Spanish population
has a lot more interest in their soccer
teams and how they fare on the interna
tional circuit than in their country's politi
cal situation.
The weekly screaming and yelling at the
television has become something to look
forward to. It's easy to get caught up in the
enthusiasm of the strong patriotism of
people for a sport.

Sportstalk
Sportstalk is a weekly column written by and for the students and
faculty of USD. We welcome all editorials or any aspect in the sports
field, whether concerning USD or not.
Deadlines are each Monday at 12 am for the following Thursday's
issue. Names must accompany each article, which is subject to editing
by the Vista editors.
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New Champ Crowned

Uncle Wiggley's Defeats Kerns
Since spring 1983, the word "Kern" has
been synonymous with men's softball
championships. For four consecutive se
mesters, the best any other team could
hope for was second best. Well, all that
changed last Sunday. Uncle Wiggley's
Travelling All-Stars concluded a perfect
8-0 season by defeating the four-time de
fending champs 6-4.
Uncle Wiggley's needed only to beat

Let Them Eat Kern (Kernifest Des
tiny was last semester's team) one time in
two games, but early in the day that didn't
look like it would be an easy task. Let
Them Eat Kern started out by quickly
eliminating the NROTC 13-3. Joe Bartel's
team had a great season as their third
place finish proves. However, Sunday was
just not their day. With all but two players
returning next season, the NROTC will
once again be a team to be reckoned with.
On the other side of the coin, Let Them
Eat Kern's impressive showing had the
fans thinking that Mike Pacino's team was
going to win championship No. 5.
Those thoughts remained as Let Them

Eat Kern took a 2-0 lead in the bottom of
the second. Steve Cascioppo circled the
bases when his lazy fly ball became a wind
blown nightmare for centerfielder Mike
Ricciardelli. Two outs later, John Dannemiller singled and Pete Crinella reached
on a throwing error which also allowed
Dannemiller to score. This would be the
last error by Uncle Wiggley's as their
defense was nothing short of outstanding
the rest of the day.
Uncle Wiggley's came back with two
unearned runs of their own in the third in
ning. Harry Hadjian reached on an error
to start things off. Blaine Townsend then
singled up the middle and ended up on
third base when the ball got by the centerfielder. A sacrifice fly by Mike Ricciardelli
evened the score at two. In the top of the
fourth, Uncle Wiggley's used two hits,
two errors and some aggressive base run
ning to open up a 6-2 lead.
As any sports fan will tell you, when a
team scores on you, it is very important to
return the favor immediately. With their
number 3, 4, and 5 hitters due up in the

bottom of the fourth, Let Them Eat
Kern seemed to be in a position to do just
that. However, Uncle Wiggley's de
fense had other intentions. After Stuart
Clark led off with a single, Rick Hagan hit
a slow chopper toward third baseman
Harry Hadjian who started "the play."
Hadjian charged and made a perfect offbalance throw to second baseman Tom
Grace for the force out. That was amazing
enough. However, Grace then made a per
fect pivot and throw just in time to com
plete the most spectacular of double plays.
This display of excellent defense took on
added significance as Steve Cascioppo fol
lowed with a towering home run that
turned out to be worth only one run.
With Uncle Wiggley's preventing the
big inning, the rest of the game was domi
nated by defense and pitching. Let Them
Eat Kern did score once more, but it
wasn't enough to prevent a changing of
the guard at the pinnacle of IM softball.
The line-up to remember for now and the
future belongs to the new champions, Un

cle Wiggley's Travelling All-Stars.

Hoops

The best has a taste all its own.

Spigot, Shadow Win Titles
When all was said and done with the in
tramural basketball playoffs, it was the
two favorites that ended up with the
championship titles. In the A league,
Thursday Night at the Spigot con
tinued their two-year dominance with a
67-48 victory over Kern of the Court
while an hour earlier, Black Shadow
claimed the B title by defeating Drunk,
Stuffed, and Tired 75-66.
In the A league final, the question was
whether Mike Whitmarsh could show the
form that had earned him WCAC player
of the year in 1984. The consensus was
that he would have to in order to over
come a noticeable talent advantage for
Thursday Night at the Spigot at every
other position. Well, that question was
answered early when Whitmarsh picked
up four fouls in the first half. Despite
strong efforts from Dave Thomas and J.D.
Vukasin, the defending champs still led
31-21 at the half. The second half was
much the same as Mark Kelly and Doug
Fernandez stayed hot for Thursday
Night at the Spigot. Kelly ended up
leading all scorers with 19 points while
Thomas led Kern of the Court with 18.
In the B league, Black Shadow ad
vanced to the championship game with a
70-53 victory over the Hot Shots. This
score may be somewhat misleading since
the Hot Shots kept it close until the final
few minutes. As usual the Black Shadow
used their solid two-man offense to ad
vance to the finals. Emmitt Dodd and
Lionel Demorst combined for 50 of the
victors 70 points. Eric Holquist led the

ahnnt
about who
who is the best team in this semessemes
ter's co-rec soccer league as they soundly
defeated Several Fish 4-0 in last Satur
day's championship match. This was the
Terminators first-ever intramural cham
pionship.
In the first half the two teams played to
a scoreless tie. There was a feeling out pro
cess with both teams committed to playing
defense. However, in the second half the
Terminators turned it on and disman
tled Several Fish scoring four unan
swered points. Sarah Cooper opened up
the scoring as she blasted home a half vol
ley that left goal keeper Ed Farrow little
chance. This was Cooper's second game
winner in the last two weeks. Her first
eliminated the top seed, This Years
Champs in the semifinals. Down 2-0 with
only fifteen minutes left in the contest,
Several Fish was faced with having to
score against a Terminator defense that
had only allowed three goals all season. In
the closing minutes, Laura Finn clinched
the championship as she ran on to a fine
cross and hammered home another two
point goal to close out the scoring.

Hot Shots in scoring with 21 points of his
own.
The finals were a case of the Black
Shadow getting a lead and Drunk,
Stuffed and Tired catching up but never
passing them. Dan Geiger scored 14 of his
21 points in the opening half to keep his
team close, but still Black Shadow led
39-35. The second half was a see saw battle
for a while but in the end, the Black
Shadow pulled away for the victory.
Lionel Demorst had 27 points and also
helped by Marc Carlson and Paul Cun
ningham who scored 13 and 12 points re
spectively.
Congratulations to both champions and
note that Thursday Night at the
Spigot will take on the intramural
champs from San Diego State this Mon
day at 9:00 p.m. The game will be played
at State's Peterson Gym. Come on out
and cheer our guys on.

Finals
"A" Division
Thursday Night at the Spigot 67
Kern of the Court
48
"B"

Division

Black Shadow
Drunk, Stuffed and Tired

75
66

A taste that's not easy to find. It's something
you have to strive lor. In everything you do.
And when you've done it, when
you've iound the best in yoursell,
taste it in the beer you drink. Ask
lor Bud Light*

